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Abstract
This thesis focuses on entity and fact extraction from the web. Different knowledge repre-
sentations and techniques for information extraction are discussed before the design for a
knowledge extraction system, called WebKnox, is introduced. The main contribution of this
thesis is the trust ranking of extracted facts with a self-supervised learning loop and the ex-
traction system with its composition of known and refined extraction algorithms. The used
techniques show an improvement in precision and recall in most of the matters for entity and
fact extractions compared to the chosen baseline approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today, most of the world’s knowledge lies somewhere on the World Wide Web. Everybody
with access to the Internet can benefit from that gigantic amount of knowledge – if he or
she can find it. In recent years, search services such as Google and Yahoo have considerably
improved the way we find and access information. While these search services help retrieve
relevant web pages for the queries asked, the actual information acquisition is still the user’s
task. This thesis explores research questions that aim to automatically extract knowledge
from the web.
This chapter motivates the research on automated web knowledge extraction. It summarizes
trends and identifies problems in current information search, retrieval and extraction. After
the research is motivated, the derived research questions for the thesis are explained. The
chapter ends with an overview of the subsequent chapters of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
The Internet offers a wide range of activities such as socializing in virtual communities,
communicating via email or chat and finding and buying products from online stores. A
study of the Stanford Institute for the quantitative study of society by Nie and Erbring
(2001) showed that “Virtually all users interviewed responded that they engaged in one or
more of these information gathering activities.”. The study shows that 62% use the Internet
for finding product information and 77% look for general information. In recent years the
Internet has grown at a fast rate and it consists of so much information1 that needs to be
made accessible for human users. Search Engines such as Google2 have become an elementary
tool for users to find information of interest. Using a search engine is however not sufficient
1In July 2008 Google reported to have one trillion web pages indexed and that several billion new pages
are created every day: http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2008/07/we-knew-web-was-big.html, accessed on
14/10/2008
2http://www.google.com, accessed on 19/10/2008
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in order to complete the information search task. The information of interest has to be
identified on the retrieved website and even if it is present, the user must make a judgement
on whether the information is correct or not. In 2005, 44.8% of users felt that information
on the Internet is not entirely correct (Cole, 2006). The user might then continue searching
until he has the feeling that he really found the correct information. This whole process is
very time consuming. Depending on what is sought after, search sessions vary between some
seconds to over four hours (Jansen et al., 2005).
The following use case elaborates the problem: Assume that a user is interested in buying
a new mobile phone but has not yet decided which one. In particular, he is interested
in phones with lots of internal memory and he has some candidate phones he read about
on advertisements. The user might now enter each mobile phone name and the keyword
internal memory to find pages that state information about this attribute. After reading
several pages he finds that the majority of them write, that the internal memory is 16GB for
example. The user has now reduced his candidate set of mobile phones to only those with
that memory size. He now wants to get all technical details about each of these phones. The
problem is that many websites only provide a part of the phone details, one page might state
information about network features, a second one focuses on the number of programs that
are installed on the phone and another web page has images of the phone and user reviews
on it. The user has to visit multiple pages for each mobile phone again to get enough facts
to make a decision.
The described example shows how tedious and time consuming the manual aggregation of
information can be. This thesis aims to extract knowledge from the Web, that is, it aggre-
gates information and builds knowledge. It is necessary to distinguish the term knowledge
from related terms such as data and information. Although there are no commonly agreed
definitions for the relations between these terms in Computer Science, the order of these terms
regarding “expressiveness” is agreed in most cases. Figure 1.1 shows a hierarchy of the terms
in relation to “expressiveness”. Data is the least expressive term. Information is insight that
can be gained by analyzing and finding relations between data (Gatterbauer et al., 2007).
Knowledge is more expressive than information because it also considers context, aggregates
information and enables reasoning.
Figure 1.1: Knowledge related terms ordered by their expressiveness.
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Extracting knowledge from the web means therefore, to parse the data (read letters and
words), extract information (for example statements on web pages) and store aggregated
information with their relations as knowledge and enable reasoning.
To understand the following chapters and sections, a few terms need to be defined.
A knowledge domain (or just domain) is a field of knowledge. There are no explicit borders
between knowledge domains and not everybody will interpret them equally. In this thesis, a
knowledge domain is an area of knowledge that is in most cases dissimilar to other domains, for
example Products, Art and Constructions can be considered separate knowledge domains.
Domain independent means not explicitly relying on characteristics of a particular domain.
A concept (or class) is a general, abstract idea that can have many instantiations in the real
world. Concepts belong to certain domains. For example, Movie and Mobile Phone are
concepts or classes, where Movie belongs to the domain Art and Mobile Phone belongs to
the domain Products.
An entity (or individual) is an instance of a concept. For example, Jim Carrey is an entity,
that is, an instance of the concept Actor.
A fact is the smallest knowledge unit of an entity. It consists of an attribute and its value.
For example, 17th January 1962 is the value of a fact belonging to the attribute Birthday
and the entity Jim Carrey.
Figure 1.2 shows an overview about the term hierarchy. The tree on the left is the schema
for the instantiated example tree on the right.
Figure 1.2: The hierarchy of domain, concept, entity and fact, left as a schema and instanti-
ated on the right.
1.2 Research Questions and Requirements
The following research questions define the goal of this thesis. Each research question is
under the scope of domain independence, that is, only domain independent approaches are
3
considered. The last question however focuses on how much domain independence can really
be achieved.
1. Which search queries can be used to retrieve fact pages for arbitrary entities and at-
tributes?
2. Which structures and formats are widely used to represent entities and facts on websites?
Can the extraction process benefit from knowing these structures?
3. How can extraction structures be weighted without human intervention?
4. What parameters have influence on the trust of an extraction and how can the reliability
of extractions be calculated?
5. How can the extraction accuracy for facts with numeric values be improved?
6. How dependent are the extraction structures and extraction techniques on the under-
lying domains?
The research questions are addressed by designing, implementing and evaluating a system
that automatically finds and extracts knowledge from websites and stores it so that a user
can easily access it. The requirements for such a system are as follows.
• The system needs prior knowledge (such as which attributes belong to which concepts)
that guides the extraction process, that is, it specifies which knowledge is searched for
and in what format is it expected to be in. The prior knowledge for the system has to
be modeled by a human with minimal effort. This requirement is met when a domain
expert can model the knowledge for a certain domain or concept in preferably only one
development environment. That modeling has to be done only once for each domain or
concept.
• The modeling of the prior knowledge must be possible to accomplish by a human user
that has no programming skills. This requirement is fulfilled when the prior knowl-
edge can be modeled without the need to adjust the system’s code or to write any
additional code.
• Many current approaches focus on extracting knowledge from the web in a certain
knowledge domain, for example books (Brin, 1998) or products (Doorenbos et al., 1997).
In contrast, the system aims to be domain independent. That means it must not
employ any domain dependent modeling, extraction or storing techniques. As it is
hardly possible to test the system with all knowledge domains, it must be tested and
evaluated with a small but diverse subset of domains to ensure that this requirement is
fulfilled.
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• The system is required to retrieve web pages with the desired facts, using only domain
independent, generic search queries. The focus should be set on retrieving semi-
structured (X)HTML pages as they are the dominant document format on the web3.
• The fact extraction process is required to output facts with an estimated reliability for
the user. This requirement is met when each fact gets a value assigned, that estimates
how reliable the extractions are.
• Extracted facts are eventually presented to the user who must be able to see where
the facts have been extracted from. This requirement is met when the references are
extracted as well.
• Facts require to be normalized after extraction. Facts with the same unit must be
stored in the same format otherwise users or applications have the burden to find out
what is expressed by the fact. For example, facts about human heights must always be
stored in “cm” and not sometimes in “ft” and “in”. This requirement is met when the
most common formats are normalized.
• The knowledge representation requires possibilities to reason over the knowledge to
discover probably unknown facts. This requirement is met when a semantic represen-
tation language is employed to represent the knowledge.
It is not the goal of the work to make the system efficient, that is, no explicit steps will
be undertaken to increase and evaluate the speed of the extraction mechanisms. Also the
ontology creation which serves an input for the system is not in the focus of this thesis.
1.3 Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 describes common approaches and techniques for web information extraction,
knowledge representation and evaluation strategies. Several state-of-the-art systems, that
perform information extraction, are reviewed and their limits are shown.
Chapter 3 introduces the design of a novel web knowledge extraction system. It shows what
the input for the system is, how entities and facts are extracted from the web and how
knowledge is represented. First, the entity extraction process is explained, then it is described
which domain independent search queries are used to retrieve information pages and how facts
for the extracted entities can be extracted. Different structures for knowledge representation
on websites are explained and an algorithm is presented that weights the different structures
automatically for the fact extraction. Factors that have influence on the extraction trust are
presented and used in different formulas for calculating a trust value for the fact extractions.
3http://www.google.com/help/faq_filetypes.html, accessed on 18/10/2008
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Characteristics of numeric fact values are researched and finally a novel way for improving
the extractions for these facts is introduced.
Chapter 4 gives more detailed information about the implementation of the system. It elabo-
rates upon all the components that are introduced in the design chapter. The architecture and
the most important packages and classes of the system are explained and decisions regarding
the programming language, frameworks and APIs are discussed.
Chapter 5 evaluates the implemented system. First, two wrapper inductor approaches, the
entity extraction techniques and the entity trust voting are evaluated. Second, a test set is
chosen from across different knowledge domains and a baseline approach for the fact extraction
is explained that is then used to evaluate the performance of the system’s components. Then
the retrieval of web pages with domain independent queries is evaluated. Every retrieval
costs time and bandwidth, thus, a trade-off graph for the number of queries and the accuracy
of the retrieved facts is shown and explained. Then, the automatic weighting of the fact
extraction structures is evaluated and compared with the baseline approach. Finally, the
trade-off between accuracy and quantity of the extracted facts is assessed.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. The chapter states the main contributions by briefly summa-
rizing the answers to the research questions. Furthermore, features of the developed prototype
are highlighted. During the research, new questions have evolved that are proposed for future
work.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter explains common approaches in information extraction and specifically focuses
on techniques that are used for extracting information from the web. Another major part is the
knowledge representation that is discussed in the second half of this chapter. A review of state-
of-the-art systems and an overview of evaluation strategies closes the chapter. Furthermore,
the chapter defines and describes the basic terms that are needed for understanding the
concepts that are used in this thesis.
2.1 Web Information Extraction
This section gives background information about information extraction in general and the
extraction tasks for the web in particular. Then, different source formats and encodings that
are commonly used on the web are discussed.
In contrast to information retrieval (IR), where the task is to find relevant information for a
given query and to rank the results, information extraction (IE) is the process of extracting
information to a given target structure such as a template or an ontology. The IE tasks are
defined by an input (such as an HTML page) and an output (such as a populated database)
(Chang et al., 2006). Figure 2.1 shows an example task where information in the free text on
the left has to be analyzed and a template has to be filled as seen on the right.
There are several main tasks in web information extraction:
• Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task that identifies entities in a given text.
Systems performing NER have dictionaries or gazetteers with words and patterns about
concepts (such as Persons, Dates, Cities and Companies) which are then marked in the
given text. This task focuses on recognizing known entities for extraction rather than
finding new entities. For example, a named entity recognizer has a set of patterns
that describe a company. The company ends with a token that identifies the company
type such as Inc. for Incorporation. In this case new entities can be found but since
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Figure 2.1: A sample IE task with free text in a) and a filled structured template in b).
companies do not always have the desired suffix (for example “General Motors”), a
dictionary with known entities is necessary to recognize them (Grishman, 1997).
Google Inc.
Google Corporation
Google Ltd.
NER is one of the basic tasks defined by the Message Understanding Community (MUC)
(Cunningham, 2005) which makes more sophisticated extraction tasks possible. Systems
performing NER can achieve about 96% accuracy (Cunningham, 1999) and given the
fact that human readers do not reach 100% it can be said that entity recognition can
be fully automated.
• Coreference Resolution (CO) finds identity relationships between entities in texts. For
example, in the sentence “Jim Carrey plays Walter Sparrow. His performance was
outstanding”. “His” refers back to the entity Jim Carrey so that the fact can be
extracted that “Jim Carrey’s performance was outstanding”. With about 71% percent
precision and 51% recall (Cunningham, 1999) CO is less reliable than NER.
• Entity Extraction (EE) is the task of discovering new instances of a concept. In con-
trast to NER, unknown instances for arbitrary concepts are found and extracted. For
example, given the free text “Jim Carrey is a great actor, who knows how to move”, an
EE system could extract the entity Jim Carrey as an instance of the concept Actor.
• Fact Extraction (FE) is the task of finding values for given attributes for a given entity,
for example the entity Jim Carrey and the attribute birthplace are given and the
value for the attribute is searched for.
• Attribute Extraction (AE) is a similar task to FE but no attributes are given for the
extraction process. The extraction system has to find relations between entities or fact
values itself and thus find new attributes and facts. For example, the entity Jim Carrey
and the text “Jim Carrey, born in Newmarket, Ontario, is 45 years of age” are given.
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The extraction system should now be able to extract the attribute birthplace with a
relation to the entity Newmarket, Ontario and to extract the age attribute with the
value 45. The last two tasks often build upon the NER task when performed in natural
language processing. Web information extraction however can use different sources and
more expressive structures that enable one to perform these tasks using other extraction
techniques. The MUC defined the task template element construction (Cunningham,
2005), which is basically the combination of NER, FE and AE.
2.1.1 Web Information Sources
The choice of the information extraction technique depends on the format of the source.
The World Wide Web consists of documents that belong to one of the three main types
of sources: unstructured, semi-structured and structured. It is worth noticing that across
different research domains the definition of these three source types vary (Chang et al., 2006).
The following definitions for the different sources however, are the common ones in the field
of web information extraction.
Unstructured Information Sources Every source that has no structure that helps a
machine to parse the data, is considered unstructured. A simple text paragraph or this very
sentence is free text and contains very little or no mark up for machines and thus is unstruc-
tured. Traditional information extraction research has coped almost solely with unstructured
documents such as news feeds or texts from books. The only and difficult way to extract
information from free texts is by employing natural language processing. There is a huge
number of unstructured documents such as (plain) text documents, e-mails and so forth on
the web which makes it an important source for web information extraction.
Semi-Structured Information Sources In web information extraction, semi-structured
sources are mainly HTML files. That is because they contain lots of unstructured data in
texts but use tags to structure this data for rendering purposes (Chang et al., 2006). This
HTML structure has limited restrictions but can be parsed in a document object model tree
which makes it easier to access and classify certain information, thus HTML documents are
semi-structured. In HTML it is also possible to add some structured meta information to the
page via the Meta-Tag. Semi-structured sources are the most common source on the World
Wide Web as almost every website uses HTML for making the content accessible and thus
are the main focus for information extraction.
Structured Information Sources Structured information sources are those which can be
read and understood (to some extent) by a machine. The format requires some formalism or
schema that describes the data (Chang et al., 2006). Whether or not a document is structured
also depends on its content. A document might contain unstructured data in its structured
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parts and can degrade to a semi-structured information source in that case. Structured sources
are for example databases or XML (eXtensible Markup Language) files with a defined schema.
The most important structured format for the web is XML and the languages that make use
of it (such as RDF, ATOM and RSS). Structured sources can encode valuable information
that can be accessed and “understood” by automated agents. The degree of semantics that
can be expressed by the structured source varies depending on the encoding language and the
formalisms used to define semantics. The next chapter will examine this in more detail.
The more expressive the formalisms and structures used to encode documents, the more
information can be extracted automatically by an agent.
2.1.2 Internal Representation
Before examining the main techniques that access and extract information from the different
web sources discussed earlier, it is important to understand that the content can be repre-
sented in two main forms:
1. The Document Object Model (DOM) is a language and platform independent interface to
read and alter the structure of documents (Hors et al., 2000). It represents a document
as a hierarchy of nodes. Nodes can be either element nodes (rectangle nodes in Figure
2.2) or text nodes (circled nodes in Figure 2.2). An element node can have zero or more
child nodes, that is, nodes that are hierarchically under this node. The element node
consists of a tag (such as the div tag in Figure 2.2b) and can have attributes (such as
the href attribute of the a tag in Figure 2.2b). A text node only contains a single text
string. There are other nodes (Hors et al., 2000) that are not mentioned here because
they are less important for the purposes of this thesis. DOM trees can be effectively
queried using XPath1 (Clark and DeRose, 1999), Figure 2.2c) shows an example XPath
expression that points to a table cell node. The path is shown in green in Figure 2.2a)
and b). This representation only applies for structured and semi-structured source
formats.
2. The plain text (or bag of words) approach represents the website as a string of words
and numbers (which might be tokenized also). If structure is present it is removed, for
HTML this means that all tags are removed and only the text nodes are kept. This
representation is often used for free text as there is no other structure that can be used
to represent the information. Free text can be queried using regular expressions.
2.1.3 Information Extraction Techniques
Information can be extracted using a variety of different techniques. The choice of the tech-
niques for a certain scenario, depends mainly on the type of the source. This section reviews
1XPath is a language that can be used to address specific parts of an XML document.
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Figure 2.2: a) The tree representation, b) the encoding in HTML markup and c) an example
XPath expression.
the most relevant methods for information extraction from the web and their applicability.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Pattern Matching
As shown in the last section, a huge amount of information on the web is presented in
a semi-structured or unstructured format. NLP has a long history in recognizing entities,
extracting relations between those entities and finding facts free text (see tasks defined by
MUC (Cunningham, 2005)) and can also be employed for web information extraction. NLP
uses a set of techniques that try to make the natural language more machine readable and
understandable. These techniques include tokenization (grouping characters into tokens),
sentence splitting, coreference resolution, alias finding and regular expressions (patterns that
match texts with the specified format). Figure 2.3 shows the general flow of an NLP process.
Lexical analysis divides the text into sentences and groups character into tokens. It can find
subjects, verbs and objects which makes the following pattern matching task easier and more
reliable. The name recognition phase identifies entities such as person names, locations or
dates by using a given set of regular expressions and dictionary lookups. The syntactic analysis
tags noun phrases and verb groups to build a structure of each sentence. Pattern matching
extracts relations between named entities using a given set of patterns. Coreference analysis
finds co-references (see CO in Section 2.1). In the inference step, implicit knowledge is made
explicit, for example the sentences “Jim Carrey is an actor. He was born in Newmarket.”
implicitly states the fact that Jim Carrey was born in Newmarket. All the extracted and
deducted knowledge is used to generate templates for the entities with their attributes.
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Figure 2.3: Typical flow of an NLP process (Grishman, 1997).
Since pattern matching is one of the most crucial steps in NLP it is explained in more detail.
Patterns can be constructed to find relations between entities or extract new entities. For
example, the pattern “Actor plays Role in Movie” can be applied to find the fact which actor
played which role in a certain movie. The pattern “Movies such as MovieList” on the other
hand, can be used to find new entities of the concept Movie. Constructing such patterns
for every domain is too labor intense, so many systems use pattern learning techniques that
basically apply the following steps (Downey et al., 2004): (1) obtain a start set of entities
by using domain independent patterns, (2) query a search engine with every entity, take the
words around it and (3) determine the best found patterns by using appropriate metrics.
For example, having found the entity Jim Carrey for the concept Actor, a search engine is
queried with the term “Jim Carrey”. On the retrieved pages, the entity appears in different
patterns such as: “great performance by Jim Carrey” or “Jim Carrey played the role of his
life”. After ruling out bad patterns (ones with few occurrences only), the good ones can be
domain dependently used such as “NP played the role of his life” for the given example.
Wrapper Induction
“A program that makes an existing website look like a database is called a wrapper.” (Cohen
et al., 2002). Wrappers perform pattern matching to find the information of interest. The
main goal in learning a wrapper is to find a general description of what the information, that
is supposed to be extracted, looks like. For the DOM representation, this means the learning
algorithm has to find paths (see Figure 2.2c) that hold the targeted information. In the plain
text representation of the HTML document this could mean that a regular expression has to
be found that matches the target information. Writing a wrapper by hand is labor intense
and over time more automation has been introduced. Chang et al. (2006) classify wrapper
techniques in four categories with increasing automation:
• Manually-constructed wrappers: The user writes a wrapper for every web page
he wants to extract information from, which means that he has to have skills in a
programming language (see Figure 2.4 on the very right). This requirement makes it
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however impractical for a broad domain approach. Systems that use this approach are
for example TSIMMS, Minerva, Web-QQL, W4F and XWRAP (Chang et al., 2006).
• Supervised wrapper construction: For supervised wrapper learning, a human labels
the information of interest on a set of HTML pages. These labels are taken as positive
examples for the learning algorithm, for example WL uses FOIL (Cohen et al., 2002).
Applying the closed world assumption, all non-labeled data serve as negative examples.
The user does not need any programming knowledge but needs only to be able to mark
up the content by hand or use a graphical user interface (GUI) to do that. This approach
is shown in the bottom left of Figure 2.4. Systems that use this approach are for example
SRV, RAPIER, WHISK, WIEN, STALKER, SoftMealy, NoDoSE and DEByE (Chang
et al., 2006).
• Semi-supervised wrapper construction: Semi-supervised systems require the user
not to give a whole exact labeled set of web pages but rather guess extraction patterns
on given examples. The user then has to decide which pattern is the correct one, thus
the extraction process becomes supervised. This method is shown in the middle top of
Figure 2.4. Systems using this approach are IEPAD, OLERA and Thresher for example
(Chang et al., 2006).
• Unsupervised wrapper construction: The unsupervised approach requires no user
interaction. While former approaches needed a user to specify the data of interest,
the extraction target in unsupervised extraction are data rich regions of the website
(Chang et al., 2006), for example the product boxes on a shopping website rather than
the navigation or the footer. This approach is depicted in Figure 2.4 in the upper left
corner. DeLa, RoadRunner and EXALG (Chang et al., 2006) are systems that use
unsupervised wrapper induction.
Figure 2.4: Different wrapper induction approaches (Chang et al., 2006).
Wrapper induction techniques are primarily used for structured or semi-structured sources as
many techniques rely on the DOM tree that is not given in free text.
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Visual Based
Instead of analyzing the encoding of a website, that is, using the DOM tree or the plain
text, another extraction paradigm is to use the rendered result of the encoding. This is
an advantage as the syntax used to encode a certain web page can be accomplished in many
different ways which all lead to the same visual representation. In web information extraction,
visual cues have been used to detect record boundaries or to find repetitive patterns for
example. Gatterbauer et al. (2007) use a variation of a two-dimensional visual box model,
which is also used in browsers to render a web page. The gained topological information is
then used to detect larger structures such as aligned images, lists or tables and information
can be extracted by finding visual relations between single visual blocks of data.
Querying Structured Sources
The by far easiest way to extract information is to query structured and well-defined sources
such as databases or XML files with a schema. The Structured Query Language (SQL) can
be used to query databases and retrieve data typed results. Also queries to XML documents
are easy as the W3C has defined XQuery, XPath and XPointer as standards for XML based
queries.
Semantic Based
Semantic annotation and the rising of the semantic web will make way for more exact and more
reliable extractions. Semantic Annotations are machine readable markups of web site contents
that make complicated NER in NLP unnecessary. However, the semantic annotations are not
(yet) widely used and it is questionable whether the semantic web will arise in the domain
independent way it is imagined. The reason for that is that the semantic annotation task lies
on the shoulders of the webmasters and they often do not benefit from this annotation process.
As this thesis focuses on extracting information from not semantically annotated sources, this
approach will not be explained in further detail. More information about semantic annotation
and the semantic web is provided by Uren et al. (2006) and the semantic web guideline from
Berners-Lee et al. (2001).
2.1.4 Scoring of Extracted Information
Traditional IE focuses on extracting as much information as possible from a small corpus
whereas web information extraction systems often rely on the redundancy of web content
(Yates, 2007). That means that the focus of the extraction techniques should be set on
accuracy as the quantity automatically comes with many mentions of the entity or fact that
is extracted.
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Extracting information from the web, that is a large set of documents, makes a supervised
approach impractical. Therefore, web information extraction systems are required to estimate
the quality of their extractions themselves. The most relevant scoring methods are outlined
in the next paragraphs.
Simple Scoring
For the fact extraction task, a simple scoring based on the number and quality of sources can
be used to decide which fact extraction is correct and which is not (Zhao and Betz, 2007).
The effectiveness of simple scoring relies however on the assumption that correct facts are
extracted more often than incorrect facts which also depends on the extraction technique and
the type of the fact. Rare facts for example, might be extracted correctly but do not score
very high.
Scoring Answers from a Web Page
To score answers for facts from multiple web pages, Wu and Marian (2007) use four features.
1. The importance of the web page, that is, how high it is ranked for the search query
by the search engine it is retrieved from. The higher the rank the more important the
page.
2. The duplication of content. Often pages copy and paste information from other pages
so that Wu and Marian (2007) half the score for the page every time they find that the
content is a duplicate.
3. The number of different answers for the fact on the page. The more different answers
are found the lower the page score.
4. The prominence of the answer, that is, how close the answer is to the entity that was
used for the query. The closer the answer to the query, the higher the score.
Pointwise Mutual Information
Etzioni et al. (2004) use patterns as discriminators to ensure the correctness of an extracted
fact or entity. That means they use these discriminators as queries for web search engines and
calculate pointwise mutual information (PMI) between the extraction and the discriminator
with the hit counts. If E is an extracted entity and D is the discriminator phrase, the PMI
can be calculated as shown in Equation 2.1.
PMI =
Hits(E + D)
Hits(E)
(2.1)
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For example, the PMI for the discriminator phrase “Jim Carrey and other actors” and the
entity Jim Carrey can be used to calculate the probability that the discriminator phrase and
the entity are found together on a web page. This number is, even for correctly extracted
entities, very small, such as 1:100,000. Using several automatically generated discriminators
and the entity name leads to many PMI values that are treated as features for a Naive Bayes
Classifier. A set of k positive examples and k negative examples for each concept is used to
automatically find the threshold to determine whether the entity really belongs to the concept
or not (Yates, 2007).
This approach has more problems with classifying actually correct entities as incorrect (false
negatives) than with classifying incorrect entities as correct (false positives) (Yates, 2007).
That is because some entities (such as less well-known movies) have low hit counts and always
fall below the automatically determined threshold.
URNS
The Urns model (Downey et al., 2005) is a redundancy based, unsupervised approach to
determine whether an entity extraction is correct or not. It uses the classic, probabilistic
“balls and urns” model from combinatorics. In this model, each extraction is equal to a
labeled ball that is put into the urn. The label can either be a correct entity extraction for a
concept or an error. URNS relies on redundancy on the web and that correct labels appear
on several balls in the urn. For example, the entity Jim Carrey for the actor concept might
have been extracted on several pages which therefore support the belief that Jim Carrey is
really an actor. Jim Carrey is then a correct label found on several balls in the urn.
The extraction process is then handled as repeated draws from the urn that allow replacement.
The question that URNS tries to answer is: “given that a particular label x was extracted
k times in a set of n draws from the urn, what is the probability that x ε C [C is the set of
correct labels]” (Downey et al., 2005).
In information extraction often different patterns and extraction techniques are applied that
have different failure rates. For example, to extract entities for the concept actor the two
patterns “actors such as” and “stars in this movie” could be used. The entities that are
extracted by the first pattern might be more often correct than the ones extracted by the
latter pattern and entities that have been extracted with multiple patterns are more likely to
be correct than ones that only appear in one. To model this additional knowledge, URNS can
be generalized using multiple urns where each urn stands for a different extraction technique
or pattern (Downey et al., 2005).
URNS can be seen as a binary classifier that assigns true or false to an extraction after
estimating the likelihood. Other classification models can also be applied for that task (such
as Support Vector Machines, Noisy-Or or Bayes Classifiers) but experiments have shown that
URNS performs better than comparable techniques. (Downey et al., 2005).
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2.2 Knowledge Representation
Knowledge representation determines the form in which data is stored and processed. For
web information extraction systems, that representation is important in two ways: (1) As
input, that is, how the source information is represented and (2) as output, that is, how to
store the extracted data.
Although there are many ways to represent knowledge, this section focuses on representations
most commonly used for information extraction systems.
2.2.1 Natural Language Representation
The easiest way to represent knowledge for humans, is to use natural language as: “Jim
Carrey was born on 17th of January 1962”. Although this sentence is very comprehensible
for a human reader, it is not for a machine. Most of the information on the web is represented
in natural language which led to many research efforts in the field of NLP to “understand”
and extract information automatically by machines from free text.
TextRunner (Banko et al., 2007) is an application that reads natural language on web pages
and also indexes the extracted knowledge in natural language. For instance, searching the
TextRunner index2 with the query “Jim Carrey” provides results including the following.
Jim Carrey was born January 17 , 1962
Jim Carrey plays Walter Sparrow , a mild-mannered dog catcher .
Jim Carrey becomes a US citizen
Storing entities and facts in natural language makes it very difficult for machines to infer
implicit knowledge, for example from the two natural language statements “Jim Carrey is an
actor” and “All actors are famous” a human being could deduce that Jim Carrey is famous.
Therefore, storing and processing knowledge in natural language is insufficient which yields
the need for more machine focused ways to represent knowledge, that are targeted with the
rising of the semantic web.
2.2.2 Attribute-Value Representation
Another simple form to represent knowledge, is to use attribute-value pairs (van Harmelen
and Fensel, 1999). Those information tuples can be stored in many ways such as ASCII files,
data bases or in markup such as the HTML meta tag shown below. This tag has a name (the
attribute) and a content (the value). It assigns the value 17 January 1962 to the attribute
Jim Carrey’s birthday:
2http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/textrunner/index.html, accessed on 18/08/2008
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<meta name="Jim Carrey’s birthday" content="17 January 1962" />
Templates or frames are sets of attribute-value pairs. The GRAZER system (Zhao and Betz,
2007) (see Section 2.3.3) uses such templates to fill in the missing values or even find new
attributes with their corresponding values. Figure 2.5 shows such a template. The green
rectangle on the left marks the attributes given before the extraction process while the red
rectangle on the right marks the values that need to be extracted.
Figure 2.5: An example template for the entity “Jim Carrey”.
Storing knowledge in attribute-value pairs, for example in data bases, makes it easy for
machines to query and retrieve the facts. Inference of implicit knowledge is however very
limited as the facts are not connected to each other, for example the value Newmarket, Canada
from the birthname attribute from Figure 2.5 could reference to another template about
Newmarket with more attributes about this town. Then it would be possible to derive implicit
knowledge such as the statement: “Jim Carrey was born in a city with less than 100,000
inhabitants”.
2.2.3 Taxonomy, Thesaurus and Topic Maps
Taxonomies, Thesauri and Topic Maps are increasingly expressive semantic models. Although
not many powerful extraction systems use these restricted structures, the web uses them
implicitly.
Taxonomy A taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary that structures concepts hierarchically.
For some information extraction systems taxonomies might be expressive enough when they
just want to extract knowledge about concepts and sub-concepts. In the web, the Open
Directory Project3 and the Yahoo! Directory4 are taxonomies that categorize web sites by
their contents. As taxonomies are simple tree graphs, a very common way to encode them is
using XML.
3http://www.dmoz.org/, accessed on 17/10/2008
4http://dir.yahoo.com/, accessed on 17/10/2008
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Thesaurus A thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary that is used to represent knowledge in
a specific domain by making the predefined relationships between the terms explicit (ISO,
1986). These relationships can be:
1. Hierarchy: Like the taxonomy the thesaurus can be represented as a tree graph with
“broader terms” and “narrower terms”, for example “actor” has “person” as broader
term and “comedian” as narrower term.
2. Equivalency: Different terms that mean the same or nearly the same thing are called syn-
onyms. The thesaurus allows it to specify relationships between equivalent or very sim-
ilar terms, for example some equivalent terms for “mobile phone” are “cellular phone”,
“cellphone” or just “cell”.
3. Associative: Terms that are neither in a hierarchical nor in an equivalency relationship
with another term but are still related, are called related terms. Whether a term is
related to another depends on the context and the needs of the searcher, for example
“PDA” (Personal Digital Assistant) might be a related term to “mobile phone” when
searching for mobile devices but not when searching for communication devices.
WordNet5 is such a thesaurus developed by Princeton University. It is freely available and
helps particularly in the discipline of natural language processing to find synonyms or related
terms.
Topic Maps Topic Maps are “a technology for encoding knowledge and connecting this
encoded knowledge to relevant information resources”6 and have been standardized (Garshol
and Moore, 2006). Topics are “things” that can be anything, just as concepts or noun terms
in taxonomies and thesauri respectively. Topic Maps have all structures and relationships of
thesauri but additionally allow adding attribute-value pairs to topics and having associative
relationships between them (Rath, 2003). Although it is possible to use RDF (Resource
Description Framework) to encode Topic Maps (Moore, 2001), the most common language is
XTM (XML Topic Maps). XTM is an XML syntax developed for encoding topic maps and is
also standardized (Garshol and Moore, 2006). The usage of XML syntax allows it to employ
XQuery and XPath to query the data but there were efforts for a standardized language for
Topic Maps called TMQL (Topic Map Query Language) (ISO 18048).
2.2.4 Ontology
Ontologies represent concepts within a certain knowledge domain and make the relationships
between those concepts explicit. Templates, Taxonomies, Thesaurus and Topic Maps can all
be expressed using an ontology but a complex ontology can not be constructed in any of the
5http://wordnet.princeton.edu/, accessed on 18/10/2008
6http://www.topic-maps.org/glossary, accessed on 18/10/2008
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previously named models. This is due to the additional features (such as rules and axioms)
in ontologies that make them superior to Topic Maps.
Ontologies enable to separate instance data from the schema, that is, the data structure and
the actual knowledge are not interwoven anymore (as is the case in XML). This separation
also makes it possible to store and manage huge amounts of knowledge in different places
which belong to the same ontology schema.
Ontologies make an explicit distinction between is-a (inheritance) and has-part (relations)
relationships and also permit a concept to inherit from more than one super-class; called
“multiple inheritance” (see Figure 2.6 “Politician” inherits from the “Person” and the “Job”
concept). Another concept which leads to the superior of ontologies are the rules and axioms.
Rules, given in the form of assertions, help reasoners to infer implicit knowledge, that is, to
make implicit knowledge explicit. For instance, from the given rule “The Actor’s favorite
Genre is that of his favorite Director” (see Figure 2.6) the implicitly given knowledge of
“Actor has a favorite Genre” can be deduced. Axioms are statements that are always true
and that can not be expressed by rules, such as “No person without a name can ever win the
Oscar”.
Figure 2.6: An example ontology about persons and movie genres.
The schema of an ontology and instance data is called a knowledge base (Noy and McGuinness,
2001). Search queries over that knowledge base are handled by reasoners. Reasoners are
software algorithms that analyze and infer knowledge in the given representation. They take
all the defined relationships, rules and axioms into account. A query could then be: “Which
actors, who are older than 40 years, starred in movies made by Clint Eastwood?”.
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Ontologies are the most expressive and complex way to store and represent knowledge under
a certain domain in the context of web documents.
Knowledge Representation Languages
Resource Description Framework The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a
knowledge representation language to model information about resources on the web (Manola
and McBride, 2004). It is not only used to represent information about web resources but
knowledge in general. Statements are expressed using triples which consist of subject, pred-
icate and object. For example, the fact “Jim Carrey starred in The Number 23” can be
modeled in such an RDF triple with “Jim Carrey” being the subject, “starred in” being the
predicate and “The Number 23” being the object.
RDF is an abstract data model that can be serialized in different formats, however the XML
syntax is the most common one. RDF/XML means that the RDF model is used to represent
knowledge and XML is used for serialization.
RDF Schema The Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is a knowledge mod-
eling language that describes RDF resources, classes, properties and their relations (Brickley
and Guha, 2004). For that purpose RDF Schema provides additional vocabulary such as
subClassOf to describe a taxonomy of classes (similar to inheritance in object oriented pro-
gramming languages) or range to state which classes a property value can have. For example,
in RDF Schema it is now possible to define a class Person and make another class Actor a
subClass of Person. That means that every actor is also a person. It is now also possible to
describe the property starredIn by stating that its range must be an instance of the class
Movie. RDFS is written in RDF, that means that the descriptions of RDF vocabulary are
RDF statements itself.
Web Ontology Language The Web Ontology Language (OWL) has been developed to
express more semantics than it is possible in XML and RDF(S) by introducing additional
formalism. It has been derived from the DAML-ONT (DARPA Agent Markup Language
Ontology) and the OIL (Ontology Inference Layer). With RDFS it is possible to describe
attributes, concepts and the generalization hierarchy of RDF resources, OWL however in-
troduces new vocabulary to describe the meanings between those attributes and concepts
in more detail such as relations between classes, cardinality, equality, richer attribute types,
attribute characteristics (such as symmetry) and enumerated classes (McGuinness and van
Harmelen, 2004).
OWL is endorsed by the W3C and is the de facto standard for ontology encoding today. The
basis for the encoding is an XML/RDF syntax which supports an easy interoperability.
The full specification of OWL is very expressive which can be a problem for reasoner imple-
mentations, thus, OWL comes in three increasingly-expressive sub languages:
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1. OWL Lite has a restricted syntax of OWL DL and is targeted at the use of simple-
constrained classification hierarchies. The main goal of OWL Lite is to provide only
the most commonly used constructs of the DAML+OIL specification to make it easier
for tool builders to implement parts of the OWL specification and therefore spread
the usage of OWL. OWL Lite has restrictions on the cardinality of attributes, that
is an attribute can either have no or exactly one value. That can be a very rigorous
restriction, for example in a knowledge domain about actors, an actor might have the
attribute “won-oscar-in” and some actors might have won an Oscar in the year 2000 and
in 2008 which can not be expressed in that way in OWL Lite. Especially in information
extraction tasks when there is no 100% certainty about an extracted fact, it is necessary
to assign several values to an attribute.
2. OWL DL (OWL Description Logics) tries to maximize expressiveness while keeping it
decidable and fast (it is guaranteed that conclusions are computable). It is the version
closest to the DAML+OIL ontology that OWL derived from and is the state-of-the-art
subset of OWL (Schreiber, 2004), thus there are optimized algorithms for reasoners.
It uses the full range of available language constructs but has some constraints on the
RDF/OWL vocabulary.
3. OWL Full has the highest expressiveness and allows free usage of the RDF vocabulary
but under certain conditions the ontology becomes undecidable which means that some
rules or relationships that have been modeled are contradictory. The W3C states that
it is unlikely that any reasoner will support all the features provided by OWL Full
(McGuinness and van Harmelen, 2004), which makes it less attractive for practical
usage.
The OWL code in Code Listing 2.1 illustrates the partial encoding of the ontology from Figure
2.6 in RDF/XML notation. Lines 3-6 are namespace declarations. Namespaces are necessary
to identify a resource exactly. For example, different ontologies might use the same name for
an individual Queen Elizabeth, but one ontology encodes information about the ship and
the other one about the English Queen. URLs are unique which makes them suitable for using
them as namespaces, but since they are often too long the namespaces have abbreviations,
for example the URL http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# is abbreviated by the letters owl.
Lines 8-17 describe the taxonomy of the concepts, for example it is declared that an Actor
inherits from a Person. Lines 19-37 declare the attributes of the concepts.
The last two tags on Lines 39-49 are individuals (blue rounded rectangles in Figure 2.6).
The owl:sameAs expression is used to declare that the two individuals JamesEugeneCarrey
and JimCarrey are the same. The individual JimCarrey now makes use of the declared
properties and assigns instances, for example the DateOfBirth property is assigned the string
17 January 1962 and the favorite_Director property gets assigned a reference to another
individual (not shown in the encoding example).
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1 <!DOCTYPE owl [<!ENTITY xsd "http :// www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">]>
2 <rdf:RDF
3 xmlns = "http ://www.movieontology.com/ontology#"
4 xmlns:owl = "http ://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
5 xmlns:rdf = "http ://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf -syntax -ns#"
6 xmlns:rdfs = "http ://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf -schema#"
7 >
8 <owl:Class rdf:ID="Person"/>
9 <owl:Class rdf:ID="Actor">
10 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Person" />
11 </owl:Class>
12 <owl:Class rdf:ID="Director">
13 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Person" />
14 </owl:Class>
15 <owl:Class rdf:ID="Politician">
16 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Person" />
17 </owl:Class>
18
19 <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="favorite_Director">
20 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Actor"/>
21 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Director"/>
22 </owl:ObjectProperty >
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24 <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="favorite_Genre">
25 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Director"/>
26 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Genre"/>
27 </owl:ObjectProperty >
28
29 <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="PassPortNumber">
30 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person" />
31 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;positiveInteger"/>
32 </owl:DatatypeProperty >
33
34 <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="DateOfBirth">
35 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person" />
36 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
37 </owl:DatatypeProperty >
38
39 <JamesEugeneCarrey rdf:ID="JamesEugeneCarrey">
40 <JimCarrey rdf:ID="JimCarrey">
41 <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="#JamesEugeneCarrey" />
42 <favorite_Director rdf:resource="#MartinScorsese"/>
43 <DateOfBirth rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">
44 17 January 1962
45 </DateOfBirth >
46 <PassPortNumber rdf:datatype="&xsd;positiveInteger">
47 4325345
48 </PassPortNumber >
49 </JimCarrey >
50 </rdf:RDF>
Code Listing 2.1: OWL encoding of a small persons and movie genres ontology.
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Ontology Toolsupport
Writing the above markup by hand is an error prone process that is also not easy to understand
for humans and is hard to maintain. Thus, tools should be used that make the creation and
maintenance of ontologies more manageable. A very well supported and widely used tool is
Protege-OWL7 which has also the capability to visualize the created ontologies as graphs,
handle namespaces, import other ontologies and it has several inference engines (reasoners)
included that make it quick and easy to run queries against the ontology.
Ontologies for Web Information Extraction
Ontologies can be used in several ways to extract information from web documents (Snoussi
et al., 2002), the type of ontology also depends on the extraction techniques and the sys-
tem requirements. The following approaches are the main use cases for ontologies in web
information extraction:
• Unstructured Web Approach Labsky et al. (2004) distinguish between domain on-
tologies and presentation ontologies where the first one models the knowledge about the
domain and uses axioms and rules if appropriate. The latter one is flattened and models
knowledge in a way it can probably be found on the web (the ontology population is
actually reduced to a problem of template filling). For instance, in the movie domain
one can have the concept Actor with an attribute stars-in that links to the concept
Movie and has a multiplicity of “one-or-more”. This knowledge would be transformed
in a presentation ontology because on websites the filmography of actors often appears
in lists or tables, so the attribute stars-in would now be filmography of a string data
type. Presentation ontologies make the information extraction much easier as they are
more closely related to the presentation of the knowledge in real world web documents.
The SOBA system (Buitelaar et al., 2006) uses a domain ontology to link extracted
information according to the relationships specified in the ontology and uses the incre-
mentally growing knowledge base to support the extraction process.
• Semantic Web Approach The most reliable approach for using ontologies in web
information extraction is to find and understand designated markup on websites or
in knowledge bases. The semantic web initiative8 tries to standardize structures to
semantically mark up web contents so that web agents can automatically read and
understand what a term semantically means and extract it. A prerequisite is however,
that the majority of web pages use these markups and that the underlying ontologies
(the one of the information to be extracted and the one of the web agent) match,
otherwise there is a need for ontology mapping which is again not trivial. So far only
7http://protege.stanford.edu/overview/protege-owl.html, accessed on 27/09/2008
8http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/, accessed on 17/10/2008
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very few pages use these semantic markups so this approach does not yet seem attractive
for an open domain knowledge extraction approach.
The main idea about semantic schemas is to have a shareable description of knowledge and
reusable vocabularies. In recent years many of those schemas and vocabularies have been
created, for example the Dublin Core schema9 which can be used to describe resources such
as images, web sites and videos or the Friend-Of-A-Friend schema (FOAF)10 that describes
persons, the connections between them and the things they create and do. Standardized
schemas are extremely important when extracting information from the semantic web as ex-
plained earlier, because the extraction relies on the assumption that everyone speaks the same
semantic language or that there are at least easy translations between different languages.
2.3 State-of-the-art Web Information Extraction Systems
This section reviews state-of-the-art web information extraction systems that utilize several
of the explained techniques. For each system, the general approach is explained briefly and
then their extraction results are reviewed.
2.3.1 KnowItAll
KnowItAll (Etzioni et al., 2004) is a domain independent, unsupervised system that auto-
matically extracts entities and facts from the web. KnowItAll is redundancy-based which
means it relies on the assumption that a fact or entity occurs many times on the web. The
system’s strength is finding new entities for a given class (entity extraction task). To do that,
it uses a set of domain independent patterns and queries a search engine with that pattern.
For example, the generic extractor pattern “NP1 such as NPList2” indicates that the noun
phrase (NP1) is the concept of the noun phrases in the list following the “such as” (NPList2).
A domain related instance of that pattern could be “actors such as”, which then retrieves
results such as “actors such as Jim Carrey, Mel Gibson and Zach Braff” from the search
engine. NPList2 is in this case instantiated with the three actors which now become new
entities for the actor concept.
The input for KnowItAll is a set of concepts, attributes and relations. Figure 2.7 shows
the information given for task of extracting movie and actor names. The concepts Movie,
MovieActor and the relation starsIn have to be instantiated by the extraction. To increase
coverage and ease the extraction, also different synonyms will be given to the concepts and
relations (called “labels” in Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.8 shows the flowchart of the KnowItAll extraction process from inputting the tem-
plates, extracting the information, assessing the extractions to outputting the results in a
9http://dublincore.org/index.shtml, accessed on 17/10/2008
10http://www.foaf-project.org/, accessed on 17/10/2008
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Predicate: Film
labels: "film", "movie"
Predicate: MovieActor
labels: "actor", "movie star"
Predicate: starsIn(MovieActor,Film)
relation labels: "stars in", "star of"
class-1 labels: "actor", "movie star"
class-2 labels: "film", "movie"
Figure 2.7: Input information for KnowItAll (Yates, 2007).
knowledge base. Bootstrapping automatically creates extraction rules and discriminators, the
Extractor queries search engines with extraction patterns and performs a shallow syntactic
analysis. A discriminator is an extraction pattern with alternative text. The Assessor queries
search engines with discriminators to validate a particular extraction and ensure the precision
of the system. For that purpose, KnowItAll uses PMI as described in Section 2.1.4.
Figure 2.8: The general flow of the KnowItAll extraction system (Yates, 2007).
In its first unsupervised extraction run, KnowItAll was able to extract more than 50,000 facts
for entities of the concepts City, State, Country, Actor and Film (Etzioni et al., 2004).
KnowItAll is specialized in extracting entities and has its limitations in extracting facts. It
can extract entity relations found in free text but much information, especially numbers (for
example the population of a country) is given in table structures that are not evaluated by
KnowItAll when looking for relations. Also the PMI score for validating the extractions
would most likely cause difficulties with extractions of uncertain numeric values such as the
population of a country because the same value is less likely to appear on different web pages.
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2.3.2 TextRunner
TextRunner (Banko et al., 2007) goes one step further beyond the capabilities of KnowItAll
as it does not require any user input. Thus the approach is more scalable and easier to
apply for new domains. Its only input is the corpus of the web pages and information is
extracted in a single pass, which means the data is extracted reading the page only once.
This happens in three steps for every sentence read: (1) The noun phrases of the sentence
are tagged, (2) nouns that are not too far away from each other are put into a candidate
tuple set and (3) the tuples are analyzed and classified as true or false using a self-supervised
classifier (Yates, 2007). For example, from the sentence “Although it is not his original genre,
Jim Carrey plays the mysterious Walter Sparrow in the thrilling movie The Number 23”,
TextRunner can extract the entity-relation tuple (Jim Carrey, plays, Walter Sparrow). To
ensure precision of the extracted information KnowItAll used PMI which required several
search engine queries that again slowed down the process. TextRunner uses the Urns model
described in Section 2.1.4.
TextRunner is able to extract 7.8 million relations on a corpus of 9 million web documents
with a precision of 80.4% (Yates, 2007). Compared to KnowItAll, TextRunner has a lower
error rate while extracting almost the same number of facts (Yates, 2007).
TextRunner does however not “know” what it extracts. As pointed out in the knowledge
representation section, storing information in natural language does not allow any inference.
This is due to the strict “no human input policy” and TextRunner is therefore not able to
answer questions such as “List all movies Jim Carrey starred in”. The query would rather be
“Jim Carrey starred in” and then all text based results have to be read and evaluated by the
human.
2.3.3 GRAZER
The GRAZER system (Zhao and Betz, 2007) corroborates and learns new facts. The input
for GRAZER are seed facts (attribute-value pairs) for given entities. Entities and seed facts
are automatically generated using specialized wrappers. Figure 2.9 shows the general flow
of the extraction process in GRAZER. For the given entities, relevant pages are obtained.
Relevant pages are those that have a mention of the entity. On these pages the seed facts are
corroborated and new facts are extracted. The system searches for mentions of the seed facts
on the relevant pages and adds the source if the fact was found on the page. The corroboration
is applied in free text and in structured HTML as all tags are removed and only the area
around the attribute name is searched for the mention of the value.
For example, the entity Jim Carrey and the seed fact Birthday: 17th January 1962 is
given. GRAZER searches for Birthday: on the relevant pages containing a mention of the
entity Jim Carrey. If the fact value 17th January 1962 is found before or after the attribute
location, the seed fact is corroborated and the page will be added as a mention of the fact.
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For the corroboration, it does not matter whether the fact appeared in free text or in a
structure, but GRAZER can also learn new facts by applying pattern discovery for facts that
were found in structured areas. It then extracts the new facts that appear in the same format
and adds them to the fact set.
The number of facts grows with every new extraction and newly extracted facts are used
as seeds for further searches, that is GRAZER uses bootstrapping to corroborate new facts.
Bootstrapping simply means that pages that were parsed once are parsed again with the bigger
fact set and GRAZER tries to corroborate the new facts on these pages as well. Bootstrapping
stops when no new facts can be discovered anymore.
Figure 2.9: The general flow of the GRAZER system (Zhao and Betz, 2007).
Figure 2.10 shows the extraction process for facts that are represented in tables. Known facts
are corroborated (Birthdate: July 23, 1989) and new facts that were found to have the
same HTML structure (most often table rows and cells) are extracted. In a large scale test
with seed data from the english Wikipedia website11, GRAZER was able to corroborate 12.2%
of the seed facts with 3.7 sources that mention the fact on average (Zhao and Betz, 2007).
The low corroboration rate is due to the fact that GRAZER uses shallow string matching
and facts can be presented in many different forms, for example, the fact about a birthday
can be presented as Birthday, Birthdate or Date of Birth. GRAZER uses synonyms to
some extent but there are too many different representations to be able to catch them with
simple string matching.
11http://en.wikipedia.org, accessed on 17/10/2008
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Figure 2.10: Corroboration of known facts and extraction of new ones (Zhao and Betz, 2007).
Although GRAZER does not need an ontology about the knowledge domain as an input, it
relies on a set of seeds for entities and facts. These seeds are obtained in a non generic way
by inputting the data by hand (which is labor intense) or by scraping sources with specialized
wrappers. Also the same facts are extracted several times and are treated as new facts when
they have a different attribute which is just a synonym, for example Birthday: 17.01.1962
is a distinct fact compared with Date of Birth: 17.01.1962.
2.3.4 SEAL
SEAL (Set Expander for Any Language) is a language independent system that aims to
extract entities from the web (Wang and Cohen, 2007). It operates in three main stages, first
it fetches web pages from a search engine by querying it with seeds, that is, given entities
of a certain concept. Second, all prefixes and suffixes around the seeds are constructed and
wrappers are built. Third, SEAL uses a graph algorithm to rank the extracted entities.
Since the construction of the wrappers to extract entities is a very important step, it is
explained in more detail. For every seed instance the complete prefix and complete suffix is
found, that is, all characters that appear before or after the seed mention respectively. Then
all prefixes and suffixes are compared for each entity and shortened until they are the same
for all seeds. The shortened wrappers can now be applied to find more instances that are
encoded in the same way as the seeds.
Figure 2.11 shows the wrapper construction for an example. Figure 2.11a) depicts an excerpt
of HTML code of a website that mentions a number of car makes. The wrapper construction
is initialized with two seed entities Nissan and Toyota (bold in Figure 2.11a). In Figure
2.11b) and c) the shortened prefixes and suffixes respectively for both seeds are listed. These
prefixes and suffixes have the maximum length of characters that both seeds have in common,
for example the second suffix ends at [...] alt=" because for the seed Nissan the value of
the alt attribute is 6 while the Toyota seed has the alt attribute value of 7.
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Figure 2.11: Construction of prefixes and suffixes with given seed entities (Wang and Cohen,
2007).
The prefixes and suffixes can now be applied to the given document and this document
only. Wrappers have to be constructed for each new document and are dismissed afterwards.
Applying the wrappers in the example from Figure 2.11 would lead to the new extractions
Acura and acura.
Due to different techniques and foci of the described systems, a fair comparison is difficult.
Table 2.1 compares the four systems on a very abstract level. The features compared are
whether or not the system is free of user given seed instances (free of seeds); which extrac-
tion tasks the system can perform: entity extraction (EE), fact extraction (FE), attribute
extraction (AE); whether or not the system evaluates different representation structures of
information (uses structure) and whether new knowledge can be inferred from the extracted
information (knowledge inferable).
free of seeds EE FE AE uses structure knowledge inferable
KnowItAll ! ! ! !
TextRunner ! ! !
GRAZER ! ! !
SEAL ! !
Table 2.1: High level comparison of state-of-the-art systems.
As it is shown in the table, no system performs all basic information extraction tasks and
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none of the described systems stores the extracted information in a way that new knowledge
could be derived.
2.4 Evaluation of Web Information Extraction Systems
As shown in the last section, the variety of systems that extract information from the web is
very large which makes it hard to perform a fair comparison between all of these systems. The
evaluation has eventually to be broken down to very specific techniques used in the systems,
for example when two approaches use wrapper induction algorithms on HTML pages in the
same domain, it is possible to compare those.
Another major problem with the evaluation is, that there is no standard benchmark to run
tests on. While the MUC test sets have had a great influence in the development of NLP tech-
niques, there is not such a test set for general web information extraction. Different extraction
systems might focus only on one particular domain and others are domain independent, that
is, the data also differs and no standard set has been found to evaluate different approaches.
It is however possible to compare single techniques on a chosen set of web pages.
The standard measures for comparing extraction systems are precision (Equation 2.2), recall
(Equation 2.3) and their combination which can be expressed in the F-Score (Equation 2.4).
All measures have values between 0 and 1 (often expressed in percentages) where one is the
best and zero the worst.
Figure 2.12 visualizes correct and incorrect extractions in a fact extraction scenario. The
box represents all statements with the desired facts but also with irrelevant facts. Actually
extracted facts are inside the circle. TP are true positive, that is correct extractions, FP
are false positive, that is facts that have been extracted but should not have been extracted,
TN are true negative, that is facts that were not searched and therefore were correctly not
extracted, FN is false negative, that is facts that were searched but were not extracted.
Precision, Recall and the F-Score are explained in the following equation using the discussed
abbreviations.
Figure 2.12: Correct and incorrect extractions in an IE task.
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In web information extraction, precision measures the ratio of correctly extracted facts or
entities to the total extractions.
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(2.2)
The recall measure can be used to determine the ratio of the performed extractions and the
extractions expected.
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(2.3)
Combining precision (p) and recall (r) leads to the weighted F-Score (van Rijsbergen, 1979):
Fβ = (1 + β2)
p r
β2p+ r
=
(1 + β2) TP
(1 + β2) TP + β2 FN + FP
(2.4)
The parameter β can be used to weight the importance of either precision or recall. The
higher β the more importance is given to precision instead of recall. To better compare
different results the F1-Score (Equation 2.5) has become the standard. For the F1-Score both
precision and recall are given the same weight (β = 1) which leads to the simpler equation:
F1 =
2 p r
p+ r
=
2 TP
2 TP + FN + FP
(2.5)
The discussed equations are used in many scenarios and can have slightly different meanings,
thus examples for the web information extraction tasks are given for further clarification.
Extraction Example Assuming the task is to extract fact values about an actor, Figure
2.13 shows four given attributes for the entity Jim Carrey on the left and the extracted fact
values for these attributes on the right. Only the fact about the Date of Birth has been
extracted correctly (true positive), the Birthplace has been assigned an incorrect value (false
positive) and there have been no extractions for the Nationality and Height attributes. In
this case the precision is p = 12 = 50% because one of two extracted values is correct. The
recall is r = 14 = 25% because only one of four searched values has been extracted correctly.
The F1-Score would result in about 33.3%. Had there been no extraction of a fact about
Birthplace, the recall would still have been 25% but the precision would have raised to
100%.
The recall however can only be calculated if one knows all possible correct extractions (the
total number of attributes in the example above). For the web information extraction task of
entity extraction this does normally not apply (finding new facts leads to the same problem).
For instance, if the task is to extract “all” or at least as many entities as possible for the
concept actor from the web, the recall cannot be calculated unless there is a resource that says
how many different actors are mentioned on the web. For scenarios like this, it has become
usual to declare the pure quantity, for example 1,354 actor entities have been extracted.
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Figure 2.13: Template filling example.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter the basic concepts and techniques used in web information extraction have
been discussed. The importance of knowledge representation has been elaborated and state-
of-the-art systems have been reviewed. The chapter closed with the discussion of evaluation
measures used to assess the quality of extraction systems.
None of the state-of-the-art systems explores a variety of structures and formats that are used
to represent facts. Wrapper Induction systems that make use of the DOM tree, focus mainly
on HTML tables while plain text approaches simply remove all semi-structured information
and extract data from the resulting text only.
The next chapter designs a system for web knowledge extraction, that detects common struc-
tures and formats and uses them to increase fact extraction efficiency.
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Chapter 3
Design
This chapter describes the design of a system for knowledge extraction from the web. First,
an overview about the system is given, second, the chapter describes the prior knowledge in
greater detail, third, the entity extraction process is explained and fourth, the fact extraction
process is explained and it is shown how the retrieval of the web pages works. The fifth
section in this chapter describes how the extracted knowledge and the prior knowledge are
stored persistently.
For simplicity, the novel system is called WebKnox (Web Knowledge EXtraction) in the
following chapters and sections.
The design is guided by the requirements and research questions that motivate this thesis.
WebKnox uses techniques that have been described in literature and introduces new tech-
niques in both, entity and fact extraction processes. The goals are to show, how different
techniques can work together and complement each other and to introduce new techniques
that have not been described in the literature yet. Existing techniques are embedded in the
design as they were described in literature and only small changes are made to fit the design
of WebKnox. The main contributions of the WebKnox system however, are pointed out in
the particular sections and an evaluation is shown in a later chapter. It is not the aim of this
chapter to use all possible extraction mechanisms that are possible in every combination, but
to show one setup that can help answering the research questions.
3.1 System Overview
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the data (rectangles) and the processes (rounded rectangles)
of WebKnox. The leftmost box in Figure 3.1 depicts the knowledge ontology that serves both
fact extraction and entity extraction process as input data. This knowledge is later referred
to as prior knowledge. The entity extraction process gets only the concept names as input,
queries a general purpose search engine and finally enters the extracted entities in WebKnox’s
knowledge base. The fact extraction process gets the concept names and their attributes from
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the knowledge ontology and the extracted entities from the knowledge base as input data. It
then queries a search engine and inserts the extracted facts back into the knowledge base.
The entity extraction process and the fact extraction process are explained in more detail in
the following sections.
Figure 3.1: Overview of the input and output data of WebKnox’s entity and fact extraction
process.
3.2 Prior Knowledge
Before the extraction processes can start, WebKnox needs to know what concepts, attributes
and entities exist. This knowledge is called prior knowledge. The only prior knowledge for
WebKnox is an ontology. As shown earlier (Section 2.2), ontologies are a complex and flexible
way to represent knowledge which is also inferable. WebKnox’s prior knowledge input consists
of the following parts.
• The concepts, such as Car, Mobile Phone or Country are defined in the knowledge
ontology.
• The attributes for each concept are also defined in the knowledge ontology. The
attributes determine which facts are searched for each entity in the concept, for example
for the Country concept, attributes could be population and capital.
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The knowledge ontology and the actual data are separated from each other, which means
that all concepts and attributes are defined in the knowledge ontology and the entities and
facts that are extracted are stored in another separate data ontology.
The purpose for the knowledge ontology is to define the knowledge represented in the data
ontology and to serve as an input for the extraction processes. In the knowledge ontology,
every attribute gets a data type property assigned. This determines which type of value the
attribute must have. This information helps the extraction processes to find the candidates
for the attribute on a source. A data type property can have any XSD data type (Biron and
Malhotra, 2001) but WebKnox uses only the following.
• String: A string is a sequence of characters and words. WebKnox will however only
consider noun phrases as fact candidates for a string attribute, which means that only
a sequence of words starting with a capitalized character or a number are considered to
be possible answers. That is because many facts are entities which are proper nouns.
This way a boundary for the fact value is given implicitly which also limits the noise in
the extraction.
• Boolean: Attributes with a boolean value can either have true or false as a value. We-
bKnox searches boolean values only in tables and looks for “yes” and “no” occurrences.
• Decimal, Double, Float, Integer, Int, Long: These are data types for numeric
attributes which are all handled equally by WebKnox. Every numeric attribute is treated
as a Double and only occurrences of numbers are extracted as fact candidates for the
attribute.
• Date: An XSD date is a string given in a standardized format. WebKnox will look for
several representations of dates on web sources and then try to transform these back to
this format.
• AnyType: Attributes with values that do not match any previously mentioned data
types, can have the AnyType property. WebKnox takes all characters around or after
the attribute on the web source into account when determining the fact candidates.
By assigning the data type for the attribute once when the ontology is created, less human
effort is needed. Many attributes can have very special formats which would need to be
set to the AnyType data type. This, however gives WebKnox no information about what
the expected value looks like. For example, the geographic coordinates attribute for the
Country concept has a fixed format with numbers and letters, such as 27 00 S, 133 00 E.
When assigning the AnyType data type to that attribute, WebKnox would in many cases
extract more than only this pattern as it does not know the format. To solve this problem
and make the approach more practical, another optional XML input can be used to specify
the explicit format of an attribute with a regular expression. Special data types are not used
in the evaluation of the system because they are not domain independent.
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WebKnox can also extract images, which can be specified in the ontology by assigning the
string data type to an attribute and adding the dublin core element “type” with the value
“image x” where x is the number of images that should be extracted.
WebKnox transforms each data type into a regular expression which is explained in more
detail in the implementation chapter.
3.3 Entity Extraction
The entity extraction process uses the concept names from the manually specified knowledge
ontology, queries a search engine with generic phrases and extracts entities from the returned
pages. The entity extraction process from Figure 3.1 is shown in more detail in Figure 3.2. The
main process consists of three processes that use different techniques to extract entities from
web pages. These processes are the Phrase Extraction, the Focused Crawl Extraction and the
Seed Extraction process. All three techniques have in common that they get the concept names
from the knowledge ontology as an input and that they query a general purpose search engine
such as Google to retrieve pages that are likely to have entities for the searched concepts.
While the Phrase Extraction and the Focused Crawl Extraction operate independently, the
Seed Extraction relies on previously extracted entities, that is, one of the other two extraction
techniques must have been used beforehand and must have inserted entities in the knowledge
base from where the Seed Extraction gets its seeds for the queries.
Extracted entities are inserted in the knowledge base. In the assessment step, it is tried
to rank entities by their reliability, that is, entities that are extracted more often are more
reliable. Each extraction technique and the assessment is explained in detail in the following
sections.
3.3.1 Phrase Extraction
The Phrase Extraction technique borrows the basic idea from the KnowItAll system (Etzioni
et al., 2005) and queries a search engine with phrases that are likely to link a concept to
several entities of that concept.
Queries
The following queries are used by the Phrase Extraction technique where CONCEPTs is the
plural name of a concept. The quotes are part of the query, that is, only exact matches are
sought.
"CONCEPTs such as"
"CONCEPTs like"
"CONCEPTs including"
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the three entity extraction techniques.
Extraction
For each concept, all queries are instantiated with the concept name and sent to a search
engine. The phrases are then searched in the returned pages for each query and proper
nouns after the phrase are extracted as entities. For example, for the concept Country the
first query would be instantiated with “countries such as” and might return a web page that
states the phrase “[...] countries such as Australia, New Zealand and Fiji are known for
their strength in Rugby”. The countries after the phrase are proper noun entities and can be
extracted as instances of the concept country.
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3.3.2 Focused Crawl Extraction
The Focused Crawl Extraction technique queries a search engine with generic queries that
aim to find pages with lists of entities on them. The focused crawler tries to detect a list on
the page and furthermore it tries to find signs of pagination. Pagination is often used to limit
the results for one page and make it possible for the website visitor to view the data page by
page. Figure 3.3a)1 and 3.3b)2 shows such typical paginations. If a pagination is detected,
the focused crawler starts on the first page it finds, tries to detect a list and then extracts
entities from the list. If a list was detected and entities were extracted, the focused crawler
moves on to the next page that was found in the pagination. The process repeats until all
pagination links were crawled. In case no pagination is found, the focused crawler tries to
detect a list on the web page and extracts entities from that list.
Figure 3.3: Two examples of pagination on websites, a) uses letters whereas b) uses page
numbers.
The following sections explain which queries are used to find pages with lists of entities, how
these lists and pagination links are detected and how the extraction is performed.
Queries
The focused crawler processes pages that are retrieved with the following queries, where
CONCEPT is the name of the concept and CONCEPTs is the plural of the concept name.
"list of CONCEPTs"
"CONCEPT list"
"index of CONCEPTs"
"CONCEPT index"
"browse CONCEPTs"
These queries explicitly aim to find pages that state to have a “list” of something on it.
Another helpful synonym is “index” which can be queried equivalently to the list queries.
The “browse” keyword aims to find pages that allow a user to browse entities of a concept.
1Screenshot taken from http://movies.yahoo.com/browse, accessed 01/12/2008
2Screenshot taken from http://www.gsmarena.com/motorola-phones-4.php, accessed 01/12/2008
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There are two basic forms of how a user can find information on a website, one is to search
for it using a website specific search functionality and the other is to browse for it, that is,
to follow links on the web pages until the sought information is found. Sometimes websites
explicitly use the term “browse” to indicate for the user that he or she can try to stumble
upon the information they are looking for. Often these websites use pagination to allow a
page by page view of information that often comes out of a database.
List Detection
List detection aims to find the XPath that points to all entities of a list. This is a complicated
task since lists can be encoded in a great variety of ways and often it is not even clear what
should be considered a list and what should not. For the list detection algorithm a list must
have the following features.
1. The entries of the list are encoded in a very similar way, that is, the XPaths that address
the entries are the same but only indices change.
2. There are at least 10 entries in the list.
3. The entries of the list are uniform, that is, they have a similar format (for example,
word length or capitalization). The uniformity heuristics are explained later in Section
3.3.2.
4. The list is in the content area of the web page. Enumerations in the header, the
navigation or the footer of a web page are not considered to hold entities of interest.
Finding the correct path can rarely be achieved by looking at the page’s DOM tree only,
hence, also the content of a list is analyzed in order to find the sought list. The list detection
algorithm explained here makes use of many heuristics which were determined analyzing a
wide variety of list pages.
Content Tags Entities are expected to be in one of the following tags.
LI, TD, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, A, I, DIV, STRONG, SPAN, OPTION
Many of these tags are often used to encode an entity. The list detector does not construct
an XPath to every tag that can be used in HTML since some tags are not made for having
text content such as TABLE, TR, SELECT and others.
The list detector creates a simple XPath to all occurrences of all the tags listed above. XPath
is flexible and allows it to address one and the same node in different ways, the list detector
creates each XPath in the most simple way by going from the addressed node to the parent
node until it reaches the root node. Figure 2.2c) shows the most simple XPath for the web
page encoded in Figure 2.2b).
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Highest Count XPath Every constructed XPath addresses exactly one node, in order to
find the XPath that addresses all entities, that is, multiple nodes, the indices of the nodes
in the XPath are removed (only the index of the TABLE tag remains to cope with pages with
multiple tables). Figure 3.4 visualizes this step. In a) only one “li” node is addressed while in
b) the indices of the XPath are removed and all “li” nodes are addressed. The path addressed
by the XPath in a) and b) is marked by green rectangles around the nodes. An XPath with
its indices removed is called stripped XPath.
Figure 3.4: a) shows an example web page with an XPath addressing only one “li” node,
while in b) the indices of the nodes in the XPath are removed which leads to addressing all
“li” nodes.
After the indices are removed, all XPath instances that lead to the same stripped XPath can
be counted and sorted by the number of occurrences. It is assumed that finding the XPath
with the most occurrences on a web page is the one that encodes a list, since list entries
are most often encoded the same way. This process is often referred to as searching for the
highest fanout of a DOM tree. For example, for the DOM tree from Figure 3.4 the sorted list
of stripped XPath would be as shown in Table 3.1.
Stripped XPath Number of occurrences
HTML/BODY/DIV/UL/LI 4
HTML/BODY/DIV/UL/LI/A 4
HTML/BODY/DIV 2
HTML/BODY/DIV/A 1
Table 3.1: Stripped XPath and their numbers of occurrences on a web page.
By now, the list detector found that the XPath HTML/BODY/DIV/UL/LI addresses at least as
many nodes as any other XPath for that web page and is likely to be the one used to encode
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a list.
Longest XPath and Tables The list detector favors longer XPath over shorter ones be-
cause it is assumed that the deeper the hierarchy the more precise the node text will be, that
is, less noise around an entity is extracted. For example, Table 3.1 showed the counts of the
XPaths for an example page. The second XPath has the same number of occurrences but
is longer and thus, is favored. If the list detector finds that the entries at the longer path
are not uniform, it takes a shorter path by removing one element after another until the top
ranked XPath is reached again. In the example from Table 3.1 that means, that if the entries
for the second XPath are not uniform, the shorter but equally ranked first XPath would be
taken.
Lists are often encoded using tables, that is, using the TABLE, TR and TD tags. A stripped
XPath will point to every table cell of a table which is usually not helpful since often not all
columns of the table are used to list entities. Figure 3.5 shows an example table3 where the
sought entities (here of the concept Country) are listed in column 2 of the table.
Figure 3.5: An example table with only one column of uniform entities.
The list detector notices when a list is encoded in a table and tries to find the column with
uniform entries, uniformity heuristics are explained in the next paragraph. If a uniform
column was found, the index is added to the TD tag of the stripped XPath. In Figure 3.5 for
example, the XPath would be /HTML/BODY/DIV/DIV/DIV/DIV/TABLE[2]/TBODY/TR/TD[2]/A
since only column 2 has uniform entries.
Entity Uniformity Heuristics As explained in the beginning of this section, lists must
have certain features in order to be detected and used for entity extraction. Most of the time,
lists are used to present something else than entities, for example links to blog entries, numeric
3Screenshot taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population, accessed
02/12/2008
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values such as prices and so forth. Therefore, heuristics have to be employed in order to find
out whether the detected XPath really addresses a list of entities that should be extracted.
A detected list is only used for extraction if all of the following features are fulfilled.
1. Less than 15% of the entries in the list are numeric values. Entities are rarely numeric
values but rather names that have letters and sometimes numbers. A series of numbers
is therefore not considered to be relevant for entity extraction. For example, in Figure
3.5 the table columns 1, 3 and 5 are ruled out by this heuristic.
2. Less than 50% of the entries in the list are completely capitalized. Completely capi-
talized means that all characters of a word are uppercase, this is sometimes used for
captions that appear between lists. If too many of those entries appear, the list is not
used for entity extraction.
3. In average, each entity consists of not more than 12 words. Usually entity names are
short being only one or two words. If an average of more than 12 words per list entry
is found, it is very likely that the detected XPath does not point to an entity list but
rather to a set of paragraphs containing no listed entities.
4. Less than 10% of the entries in the tables are duplicates. Usually lists of entities do not
contain duplicates. For example in Figure 3.5 the table column 4 would be ruled out
by this heuristic.
5. Less than 10% of the entries in the list are missing. Usually there are no gaps in lists
of entities. If too many gaps appear it is more likely that the list is an incomplete
descriptive column of a table that also lists entities.
Lists in Navigation, Header or Footer of a Web Page Another feature of an entity
list is, that it must appear in the content area of a web page. Often the navigation of a web
page contains many entries that might look like a list and thus must be filtered out. Figure
3.6 depicts the problem by showing two web pages from the same domain in a) and b). The
green rectangles in a) and b) are the page specific content areas that are different for each
page. The red rectangles however are areas that are similar or even exactly the same as they
are used for navigation, advertisement or similar purposes.
The list detector tries to find all elements on a web page that are not page specific content by
comparing it to a sibling web page. A sibling web page is found by analyzing all links from the
target web pages, that is, all contents of the href attribute of the A tag. The link to a URL
with the highest similarity to the URL of the target web page is taken as the sibling URL
pointing to the sibling page. The similarity between two URLs is calculated by the number
of characters from left to right that the two URLs have in common. This way it is likely to
retrieve a sibling web page that has a similar structure as the target web page.
For a sibling web page all stripped XPaths to the content tags are constructed and the first
200 characters for each XPath are compared to the first 200 characters of the same XPath
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Figure 3.6: a) shows the target web page with an entity list in the green content area, in b)
a sibling page is shown that has different content in the green area and the same content in
the red areas.
from the target web page using the Q-Grams4 (Ukkonen, 1992) distance metric for string
comparison. If the similarity is less than 70% the content is considered to be different, that
is, the XPath points to some nodes in the content area. If the similarity is greater, the XPath
is removed from the set of candidates and is not considered when searching the highest count
XPath. The similarity does not need to be 100% because many websites use dynamic elements
such as advertisements in the navigation or header area which yields different content for the
same XPath on sibling pages. Also, it is very unlikely that the text is more similar than 70%
for pages with different content.
Pagination Detection
The pagination detector aims to find the most common paginations. It recognizes two main
types of pagination which are depicted in Figure 3.3, that is, uppercase letters and a series
of numbers. Pagination elements are almost always links, that is, using the A tag, since
they are used to point to another page with more content. The pagination detector therefore
constructs all XPaths to A tags and adds those to a candidate set which only have a number or
an uppercase letter as text content. The process of finding the highest count XPath is similar
to the one described for the list detector. The indices for the elements A, TR, TD, P, SPAN, LI
are removed since those elements are more often used to encode pagination lists. The highest
ranked XPath is then taken as the XPath addressing pagination links. If a pagination consists
of numbers, it must have at least three entries and most of the entries must be subsequent,
that is, a random set of linked numbers is no pagination, since page numbers are usually in
4Q-Grams can be used for approximate string matching by sliding a window of the length q over two strings.
The more Q-Grams two strings share, the smaller the edit distance (higher similarity).
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an (ascending) order.
Once the pagination XPath is found, the focused crawler uses this very same XPath on every
sibling page that it comes across by following the pagination URLs.
Extraction
If a list has been detected, the stripped XPath pointing to the list of entries is used and all
addressed elements are extracted as entities for the sought concept. If a pagination is found,
the focused crawler uses the same stripped XPath pointing to list entries for every other page
that is reached by following the pagination URLs, assuming that the encoding of the web
pages does not change.
3.3.3 Seed Extraction
The seed extraction aims to implicitly find pages with lists of entities by querying the search
engine with seeds. The retrieval using seeds has excessively been done by the KnowItAll
system (Etzioni et al., 2005). There are some disadvantages to that retrieval mechanism as
one needs to have correct seeds for a concept and seeds have to be combined correctly for each
search query otherwise a search engine must be queried with an enormous amount of queries.
WebKnox uses automatically obtained entities as seeds for the seed extraction technique. The
seeds are either extracted by the phrase extraction or the focused crawl extraction technique,
thus, no human intervention is necessary.
Queries
While the focused crawl extraction technique queries a search engine with explicitly men-
tioning “list” or “index”, the seed extractor queries a search engine with seed entities of a
concept. It is then assumed that pages with lists including the seed entities and other entities
are returned from the search engine.
There are many possibilities to find “good” combinations of entities, for example using seeds
that start with the same letter, most importantly however is that the seed is a correct entity.
Therefore the seed extractor prefers to use only entities from the knowledge base that have
been extracted more than once, and thus are more likely to be correct extractions.
XPath Wrapper Inductor
The XPath Wrapper Inductor (XWI) aims to find the XPaths that point to the seeds and
generalize it so that all entities, that are encoded in the same way as the seeds are addressed
and can be extracted. XWI needs at least two seeds in order to find such a generalized XPath.
It then works as follows.
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Generalized XPath For each seed, all XPaths that point to the seed occurrences on a web
page are constructed. Each seed can potentially occur more than once and thus more than
one XPath per seed may be constructed. After all XPaths for all seeds have been constructed
a generalized XPath is tried to be found by comparing each index for each element of the
XPath. If the index changes, the index is deleted and thus the number of elements the XPath
is addressing is increased. Figure 3.7 shows that process for a simple example and two seeds.
In a) and b) the XPath to Seed1 and Seed2 are marked with green rectangles in the DOM
tree respectively. Both XPaths are the same but only the last index is different, indicating
that more nodes with the same structure exist. The index is deleted and in Figure 3.7c) all
siblings of the two seeds are addressed by the generalized XPath. If one or more seeds appear
in different elements on the web page, the stripped XPath with the highest count is taken.
Figure 3.7: a) and b) show the XPath for two seeds marked with green rectangles. In c) the
XPath is generalized and addresses all elements of the same structure as Seed1 and Seed2.
Affixes XWI also makes minimalistic use of prefixes and suffixes around the seeds. This is
necessary because the generalized XPath addresses the complete tag content but sometimes
there is information around the seed that should not be extracted. Figure 3.8 visualizes the
problem. In a) the HTML markup for two seeds for a small web page is shown (compare to
Figure 3.7) where two seeds are given: Japan and New Zealand. The generalized XPath for
that example is /HTML/BODY/UL/LI as shown in Figure 3.7 which addresses the complete LI
tags. To avoid extracting the number before and after the seed a very small (2 character)
prefix and suffix is constructed around the seed instances, shown as red characters in Figure
3.8b). The complete wrapper for this web page now consists of the generalized XPath and
the small prefix and suffix. Applying this wrapper to the example would extract the entities:
USA, Japan, Australia, New Zealand without the noise (rank and population) around the
entities.
Uniformity Check The extraction results of the XWI are also checked for uniformity (see
Section 3.3.2) to ensure that fewer incorrect lists of entities are extracted. XWI aims for high
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Figure 3.8: a) shows HTML markup and two seeds marked green whereas b) shows the two
character prefix and suffix around the seeds.
precision and rather extracts nothing from a web page than a few correct entities with low
precision.
Extraction
Unlike the Affix Wrapper Inductor (see Section 2.3.4), XWI only works for documents that can
be represented with a DOM tree, that is only (X)HTML documents. Since some documents
are plain text, WebKnox makes use of both wrapper techniques to cover a greater variety
of documents. For every (X)HTML document, WebKnox uses XWI to create a wrapper
and extract entities; but if the document is a text file, WebKnox utilizes the Affix Wrapper
Inductor for extraction. Those text files are mainly of the types .txt, .dat or .csv.
3.3.4 Entity Trust Voting
The entity extraction techniques inevitably extract incorrect instances as well and therefore
decrease the precision. After the entity extraction process an assessment phase (see Figure
3.2) must be employed. In this phase it is tried to rank the extracted entities according to
their reliability. WebKnox uses an entity trust voting algorithm that makes use of the extrac-
tion graph containing sources (web pages) and the extracted entities. A related assessment
mechanism for the Affix Wrapper Inductor has been shown by Wang and Cohen (2007).
The algorithm works in three phases as shown in Figure 3.9.
1. For each concept one definitely correct instance must be found. This is the most im-
portant and most error prone step in an automatic approach. WebKnox aims to not
use help from a human user and therefore must try to find these correct instances it-
self. To do so, all extracted instances that were extracted from more than two queries
from the phrase or the focused crawl extraction technique are ranked by the number of
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extractions. The top ranked entity is the “highest trusted entity” (see Figure 3.9a) and
is used as a seed for the following steps.
2. The next step is the “entity voting” phase (see Figure 3.9b), that is, all trusted entities
(in the first iteration only the selected seed entity) vote for the sources they have been
extracted from. The assumption is, that if the trusted entities were extracted correctly
from theses sources, other entities that were extracted from there are correct as well.
3. The third step is the “source voting” phase (see Figure 3.9c). In this phase all trusted
sources vote for the entities that were extracted from these sources. The set of trusted
entities might have increased by now and if so, the newly trusted entities can be used
in the entity voting phase again (see Figure 3.9d).
Figure 3.9: The three phases of the entity trust voting algorithm.
The crucial point in the algorithm is that if the highest trusted seed entity is not found
correctly, the wrong pages get votes and vote for the wrong entities again. Since there is no
human involved in choosing the correct seeds WebKnox uses only a very few iterations of the
algorithm.
Figure 3.10 shows an example of the voting algorithm for one concept. The rounded rectangles
are sources, the squares are entities and the lines between the sources and entities visualize
the “extracted from” relationship. A green shaded box means that the source or entity got
a vote and is trusted. A red shaded background color means that the entity or source is not
trusted. Initially all sources and entities are white, that is neutral. After the first step of the
algorithm the entity E2 has been chosen as the highest trusted entity and is used as a seed for
the next steps. In the entity voting step, E2 votes for all its sources and website 1 becomes
trusted. In the source voting step, website 1 now votes for all its entities and therefore E3
and E5 become trusted. The lower right picture in Figure 3.10 shows the final state after no
more iterations of the algorithm are possible. All sources and entities that were connected to
E2 became trusted whereas possibly incorrect entities (E4 and E6) are filtered out.
In this section different entity extraction techniques were described. The contributions of
WebKnox are especially the detection of lists of entities (focused crawl extraction) and the
XPath wrapper inductor (seed extraction) that is used to find entities when seeds are given.
Furthermore, a voting technique for entities and web sources has been introduced, this tech-
nique has more potential and needs further investigation which is out of the scope of this
thesis.
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Figure 3.10: An example of the entity trust voting algorithm.
The next section covers ideas about extracting facts for the entities.
3.4 Fact Extraction
The fact extraction process uses the manually specified prior knowledge to retrieve web pages
with fact mentions. It then extracts these facts for the given knowledge ontology and entities.
Figure 3.11: The four steps of the fact extraction process.
Figure 3.11 shows an activity diagram of the fact extraction process in greater detail. The
first process is the retrieval of the source pages which gets an entity and its attributes as
input. The extraction process then extracts the values for the entity’s attributes from the
web pages retrieved by the first step. The extracted facts are normalized in the third step
and eventually the trust in the extractions is calculated. Each process is explained in greater
detail in the subsequent sections.
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3.4.1 Retrieving Fact Pages
Retrieving relevant pages that host the searched facts is a crucial process that has to be tightly
coupled with the extraction process. As input data, the source retrieval process gets the names
of the entities and attributes that are being sought after. The process then queries a search
engine and outputs the retrieved pages together with information about which attributes are
expected on the page. This output is fed into the extraction process (see Figure 3.11b). The
focus lies on retrieving semi-structured HTML pages as they are easy to access via generic
search engines such as Google.
To retrieve pages that have the searched facts present, WebKnox uses two kinds of generic
queries. The first kind is called multi-attribute query. It tries to find pages relevant to the
entity and extract all searched facts from the retrieved pages. The second kind is the single-
attribute query and is focused on each single attribute, that is, it queries the search engine
with attribute specific terms.
The following generic queries are used to retrieve fact pages where ENTITY is the name of the
entity and ATTRIBUTE is the name of an attribute that is searched for. The quotes are part
of the query because some terms consist of more than one word, for example the concept
Mobile Phone. To retrieve more accurate matches, they must be put into quotes.
1. multi-attribute queries:
"ENTITY"
"ENTITY" + facts
2. single-attribute queries:
"the ATTRIBUTE of ENTITY is"
"ENTITY’s ATTRIBUTE is"
"ENTITY" "ATTRIBUTE"
If queries generate more results than used for the extraction process, it is possible to use
an additional intitle:ENTITY argument to precisely retrieve only pages that also have the
entity name in the title of the page. This way results are more accurate but fewer in number.
This additional argument is however not supported by all search engines and therefore not
used for the evaluation of the system.
The retrieved web pages are then passed to the fact extraction process. The fact extraction
process also gets information about the type of the query so that it only looks for a single at-
tribute on single attribute pages and tries to find all attributes on general fact pages retrieved
by multi-attribute queries.
Now that web sources can be retrieved generically, the actual extraction from these sources
can be performed.
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3.4.2 Exploiting Structure and Format of Web Pages
The major assumption for the fact extraction process is that using different extraction tech-
niques for different formats and structures of fact appearances, the quality of extracted facts
can be increased. As covered in the background chapter (Section 2.1.2), a common approach
for fact extraction is to use the complete website content and simply remove all HTML tags (as
done by the GRAZER system (Zhao and Betz, 2007)). That however also removes all advan-
tages that come with the semi-structured type of HTML documents. WebKnox differs from
current approaches as it takes the extraction structures, that is the different generic formats
and structures that are used to represent facts on web pages, into account and automatically
estimates their precision.
Definition 1 (Extraction Structure). An extraction structure is the pattern or format
the extracted fact is represented on a web page.
The extraction structures used by WebKnox are tables, colon patterns, phrases and free text.
Tables
Tables are very important HTML structures on the web that are used to represent many facts
(Cafarella et al., 2008a). Keeping the HTML structure allows traversal in the DOM tree of
the web page and find corresponding attribute-value pairs in tables. Figure 3.12 shows an
example5 of a) a rendered HTML table and b) the DOM representation of that table. This is
a very simple example of a table but also a very common one. By identifying the TD-Element
with the attribute, the sibling TD-Element with the value can be found and only the text
inside that element is extracted. Extracting a fact from a table is often more reliable than
from free text as the boundary for the value is given by HTML tags.
Figure 3.12: An example table for mobile phone specifications, a) shows the HTML rendered
table while b) depicts the DOM tree of that table.
5Data from http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia_n95-1716.php, accessed on 18/10/2008
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Colon Pattern
A Colon Pattern is the attribute-value representation that uses a colon (“:”) between the
attribute and the value. Often facts are given in an unstructured way (no tags) but with the
format ATTRIBUTE:VALUE so that only the text after the colon needs to be extracted. Figure
3.13 shows an example6 of this representation. Figure 3.13a) depicts the HTML rendered
version while b) shows the text as it is seen when the separating tags are removed (replaced
with whitespace). If one would try to extract the processor attribute PROC (and expect
a numeric value as an answer) from the HTML rendered version, the tags would help to
identify the different lines and the correctly corresponding value could be found on the same
line (green boxes in Figure 3.13a). This HTML rendered output can however be achieved
by using a variety of different tags and styles that are more difficult to handle. Therefore, a
common approach is to remove all tags and extract the information from the resulting free
text. If one would try to extract the PROC attribute in b) and not notice the format, the 2008
would be extracted as it is closer to the processor attribute than the correct value 1.6GHz
after the colon. The colon pattern can therefore help increasing the fact extraction precision
in a very simple manner.
Figure 3.13: An example for fact representation in a colon pattern, a) shows the presentation
in rendered HTML, whereas b) shows the data when tags are removed (replaced with white
space).
Phrases
Phrases are natural language representations of facts for a specific entity. For example, Figure
3.14a) (blue box) shows how the phrase “The capital of Australia is Canberra” is used on a
website. The phrase covers the fact capital:Canberra for the entity Australia. Part b) in
Figure 3.14 shows however, that these patterns can also lead to incorrect extractions (purple
boxes). There is only a small number of generic phrases that can be applied to many different
concepts and attributes but these often lead to very reliable results. That is because ideally
the searched value for the attribute appears right after the “is” in the phrase. WebKnox uses
only two phrases: “the ATTRIBUTE of ENTITY is” and “ENTITY’s ATTRIBUTE is”. These phrases
are also used by the source retrieval process to discover pages that state these phrases.
6Screenshot taken, tags replaced and cropped from http://www.engadget.com/2008/08/30/
msis-wind-u90-to-boast-8-9-inch-display/, accessed on 18/10/2008
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Figure 3.14: An example of a) correctly and b) incorrectly extracted facts for the extraction
structures free text (green and red) and phrase (blue and purple).
Free Text
Free text is the absence of any structure (tables) and additional format (phrase or colon
pattern). Facts can also appear in long paragraphs of text but as no further information
about the structure and format is given, all text around the attribute has to be considered
a valid answer for the attribute’s value. It is assumed that always the next matching value
closest to the attribute is extracted. WebKnox takes the sentence in which the attribute
appears as the boundary. This way incorrect information further away is not extracted as
well. Figure 3.14a) shows an example7 of free text that states facts about capital, area,
population and largest city of the entity Australia. The connected green boxes visualize
correctly found attribute-value pairs in the text, however, information found in free text is the
least reliable which can be seen in Figure 3.14b) where the red boxes are incorrect extractions
for the attribute population. Using information found in free text increases the recall and
must be considered, especially for rare facts that do not appear in tables or other structures
and formats.
Some extraction structures are more reliable than others, hence, the trust in the fact values
extracted by a structure must take the employed extraction structure into account.
3.4.3 Finding Images for Entities
Entities can not only have textual facts but also images as answers for attributes. WebKnox
is able to search for images and assign the URL of the image to the fact as an answer. In the
knowledge ontology, it can be specified how many images should be retrieved for the attribute
which is taken into account in the retrieval process. The image finding technique of WebKnox
7Text modified from http://encarta.msn.com/encnet/refpages/RefArticle.aspx?refid=761568792, ac-
cessed on 18/10/2008
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can be considered a small feature. There is much more potential for finding images and more
research needs to be done.
First, WebKnox queries the image index of a search engine with the entity name and the
attribute name as search terms. In some cases the attribute name would just be the entity
name again and is left out. For example, for the flag attribute for the entity Australia of
the concept Country, the following term is used as a query: "Australia" "flag". But when
searching for an image for the entity Jim Carrey for example, only the entity name is used
in the search query.
WebKnox now retrieves a list of images returned by the search engine and does not only rely
on the first results. The goal is to find the image that represents the sought attribute and
entity best and it is assumed that images that appear several times in the results are the best
matching images. For example, when searching for Jim Carrey some pictures appear more
often because they are more widely spread on the web and are probably more relevant.
The retrieved list of images is checked for duplicates, the more duplicates a certain image
instance has, the higher it is ranked. If two images have the same number of duplicates,
the one with the higher average position from the search engine is favored. WebKnox then
takes the top ranked images (depending on how many images are sought for the attribute
and entity) and assigns the URLs of the images to the attribute.
To find duplicates WebKnox uses an algorithm that detects differences in the images. Other
algorithms such as the Mean Square Error (Van der Weken et al., 2002) or the Minkowski
Distance (based on Mean Square Error) (Van der Weken et al., 2002) have been tested but
did not perform very well. The employed duplicate checking algorithm works as follows for
two images.
1. First, the two images are transformed to the same width. Often images with the same
content are found in different sizes on the web and therefor must be normalized. It is
assumed that the ratio of duplicate images must nearly be the same, that is a 250x100
pixel image is not likely to be the same as a 250x250 image for example.
2. Second, if the images have almost the same ratio, both images are transformed into
gray scale and a difference image is calculated by taking the absolute differences of the
gray values for each pixel in both images. The more identical the images the darker
the resulting difference image. If both images are exactly the same the difference image
must be black.
3. Third, the average gray value of the difference image is calculated. If the average gray
value is below a certain threshold, the image are considered identical.
The next section describes how the trust in extracted textual facts is calculated.
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3.4.4 Calculating the Trust in Extractions
Once values for attributes have been extracted, they need to be ranked in order to determine
the value that is most likely to be the correct one for the attribute. For example, extractions
for the attribute population of the entity Australia might return the values shown in Table
3.2.
Value Number of times the value has been extracted (N)
300 3
20598423 3
1994 2
21000000 1
2008 1
21 1
Table 3.2: Extracted numeric values for the population attribute, ranked by the number of
extractions.
Assuming that 21,000,000 is a correct answer, most of the values in Table 3.2 were incorrect
extractions. It is now necessary to find the correct ones by assigning a trust value to each
extraction that indicates how reliable the extraction is.
Definition 2 (Absolute Trust). The absolute trust is a non negative number. The higher
the number the more reliable the extracted value.
Definition 3 (Relative Trust). The relative trust is a number between 0 and 1 with one
being the highest trust and 0 being no trust. The higher the number, the more reliable the
extracted value.
The relative trust for a fact is always calculated as the proportion of its absolute trust to
the sum of absolute trust values of all extracted values for the fact. Equation 3.1 shows
the calculation with x being a tuple consisting of concept, entity, attribute and value, x =<
xconcept, xentity, xattribute, xvalue >. All subsequent equations that depend on x will use the
same tuple. V is the set of extracted values for the given fact x
RelativeTrust(x) =
AbsoluteTrust(x)∑
v ε V
AbsoluteTrust(v)
(3.1)
For example, the relative trust for the extracted value 2008 from Table 3.2 would be calculated
as RelativeTrust(x) = 111 ≈ 0.091 ≈ 9.1% with x = <Country,Australia,Population,2008>
and AbsoluteTrust(x) = N .
The easiest way to rank the extracted values is by just counting the number of extractions.
The more often a value has been extracted, the higher the trust value. Equation 3.2 shows
how the absolute trust value is calculated in that case with N being the number of extractions
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for the given value. This way of assigning an absolute trust value is called Quantity Trust
from now on.
QuantityTrust(x) = N (3.2)
The Quantity Trust does not make use of additional information such as where (the source)
and how (extraction technique/structure) the fact was extracted. This information must be
considered when determining the trust for an extraction.
Determining the Applicability of a Source
Some pages that are retrieved for the extraction process mention the attribute and its value
several times. This is typically not normal for pages that are strictly only about the entity
that the system is looking for. Figure 3.15 shows an example page8 that is retrieved, when
searching for the entity Nokia N95 and the attribute talk time. The page mentions the
attribute several times (yellow highlighted), two times with the correct value of 6.5 hours
but three times with different values that do not relate to the entity but to other mobile
phones. That happens also for other concepts and domains whenever there is a list of more
than one entity.
Therefore it is necessary to assign each source an applicability value. This value indicates how
applicable the source is for extracting a certain attribute value and therefore, how reliable the
extractions are. A low applicability value for a source does however not mean that the stated
facts are wrong but only that for the extraction process the fact for the searched attribute and
entity can not be determined without ambiguity. Websites with high reputation can therefore
sometimes be assigned a low applicability value for some extractions.
The source applicability can be reduced whenever there is more than one value for the searched
attribute as shown in Equation 3.3, where D is the number of different values found for the
given xattribute and source (URL). The source applicability can have values between 0 and 1
with one being highest applicability and zero meaning that the source is not appropriate for
extracting the searched value. For example, in Figure 3.15 the source applicability would be
calculated as SourceApplicability(talktime,buycentral.co.uk[...]) = 14 = 0.25 as there are four
different values for the talk time attribute.
SourceApplicability(attribute,source) =
1
D
(3.3)
Other applicability functions have been tested but did not perform as well as the explained
one (see Appendix A for more details) and more features could be incorporated to improve
the scoring (Wu and Marian, 2007).
8Screenshot taken and edited from http://www.buycentral.co.uk/zpov-nokia-n95-c_47692-p_
20597626.html, accessed on 19/10/2008
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Figure 3.15: A website mentioning several values for the talk time attribute of the mobile
phone “Nokia N95”.
Determining the Extraction Structure Trust
Extraction structures have different precisions that must be taken into consideration when
calculating the trust for a fact. Since WebKnox aims to be domain independent, the precisions
can not be determined for one particular domain and used in others because extraction
structures might perform differently in each new domain.
Therefore, WebKnox uses self-supervised machine learning to automatically estimate the trust
for the four extraction structures used. Figure 3.16 shows the three steps that are used to
learn the trust for the extraction structures. The trust value for the extraction structures
is an estimated precision. It is a number between 0 and 1 with one being highest trust (all
extractions were correct) and zero being no trust (all extractions were incorrect).
Figure 3.16: Three stepped loop to estimate the extraction structure trust.
For all extraction structures e, information about the number of extractions N(e), and the
number of correct extractions C(e) is kept. The ExtractionStructureTrust is then calculated
as the ratio of correct extractions to total extractions as shown in Equation 3.4.
ExtractionStructureTrust(e) =
C(e)
N(e)
(3.4)
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Initially all extraction structures are initialized with a trust value of 0.5. The three steps are
then as follows.
1. The input for the first step (Figure 3.16a) is the extraction result with an assigned
absolute trust. In the first step, the highest trusted fact is searched for throughout all
concepts and attributes. It is then assumed that this fact is really a correct one, since
it has a high trust. All extraction structures e that have been used to extract that very
fact get credit for a correct extraction, that is , C′(e) = C(e) + 1 and N′(e) = N(e) +
1. Extraction structures which led to extracted fact values that are treated as incorrect
for that attribute, get credit for a wrong extraction, that is, only the total extraction
count is increased for that extraction structure N′(e) = N(e) + 1. In the next iteration
that highly trusted fact is not considered anymore when looking for the highest trust.
2. In the second step (Figure 3.16b), the trust for the extraction structures is updated based
on the number of correct and total extractions that have been revised in the former step,
that is the extraction structure trust is recalculated for all extraction structures using
Equation 3.4.
3. In the third step (Figure 3.16c), the trust for all extracted values is recalculated by
using the updated trust for the extraction structures. After this step, the ranking of
the extracted values for each attribute might change. The newly ranked list is then
again input for the first step to repeat the process. The iteration can be stopped when
the trust for the different extraction structures converges, that is when it does not
considerably change anymore (Figure 3.16d). In the case the trust never converges, the
iteration will only stop after all the highest trusted facts have been evaluated in step
one (Figure 3.16e) .
Combining Source Applicability and Extraction Structure Trust
Taking both, the source applicability and the trust in the extraction structure into consider-
ation, the trust for an extracted fact can be calculated as shown in Equation 3.5. S is the set
of sources the given fact has been extracted from, ExtractionStructureTrust(e) is the trust
in the extraction structure e and SourceApplicability(xattribute, s) is the applicability of the
source s for the attribute xattribute. The trust will therefore be high, when the values are
extracted from many applicable sources using numerous highly trusted extraction structures.
This absolute trust formula is called Combined Trust.
CombinedTrust(x) =
∑
s ε S
∑
e εE
ExtractionStructureTrust(e) ∗ SourceApplicability(xattribute, s)
(3.5)
Table 3.3 shows an example of the self-supervised updating of the trust values for the extrac-
tion structures and the ranking of fact values by Combined Trust. The upper table shows
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Extraction Structure Initial EST EST after 6 iterations used in sources
free text 0.5 0.22 A,B,C,H
colon 0.5 0.49 E,G
phrase 0.5 0.79 D
table 0.5 0.73 F
Fact Value
Extraction 1 Extraction 2 Extraction 3
Combined Trust
Source Appl. Source Appl. Source Appl.
Initial ranking
300 A 1 B 1 C 1 1.5
20598423 D 0.5 E 1 F 1 1.25
1994 G 0.33 H 1 1.25
21000000 D 0.5 0.67
2008 G 0.33 0.165
21 G 0.33 0.165
Ranking after 6 iterations
20598423 D 0.5 E 1 F 1 1.615
300 A 1 B 1 C 1 0.66
21000000 D 0.5 0.395
1994 G 0.33 H 1 0.382
2008 G 0.33 0.162
21 G 0.33 0.162
Table 3.3: Comparison between fact value rankings right after the fact extraction process and
after six iterations of the learning loop with updated trust values for the extraction structures.
the extraction structures, their initial trust (“EST” is the ExtractionStructureTrust from
Equation 3.4), their trust after six iterations of the learning loop and on which sources (A
to H) they were applied. The lower table shows sample extractions (compare with Table
3.2) ranked by their Combined Trust, right after the extraction (initial ranking) and after
six iterations of the trust learning loop. Each extraction is from one of the sources A to H
and has an applicability value assigned (“Appl.” is SourceApplicability from Equation 3.3).
For example, it can be seen that the trust for values that were extracted from free text went
down while the table extraction trust went up. The incorrectly extracted fact value 300 has
only been extracted from free text (from sources A, B and C) and since the trust for free text
went down, the Combined Trust value did also, which put the fact value on second instead of
first place now.
3.4.5 Normalization
Facts can be represented in different formats which refer to the same thing. For example,
dates can be written in many ways such as January, 17th 1962 or 17/01/1962. Also many
numeric facts have units. Not taking the unit into account leads to the extraction of two
distinct facts where actually only one is mentioned, for example 2 inch and 5.08 cm is the
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same fact. Normalization helps to find facts from different formats and to cluster them. In
the extraction example from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, the extracted fact 21 might have been
written as 21 million on the website it was extracted from. Reading not only the number
but also looking for suffixes (“million” in this case) makes it possible to convert the 21 into
21000000, an extraction that has already been made so it would add another source and also
increase the trust in that extracted value.
The biggest advantage of normalization is however, that the extracted values are represented
in a known format and can be easily stored, processed and reused. WebKnox uses normaliza-
tion techniques and aims to store the extracted facts in a common format so it is easier for
other applications to retrieve and work with the knowledge.
3.4.6 Validating Numeric Fact Values across Entities
Another problem with extracted facts is, that some attributes do not have a single absolutely
correct value. The population attribute for example, is not mentioned correctly on any
website as it changes almost every second9. Instead there are values that are almost the same
and are considered “correct” as they indicate the knowledge on the web.
Fact values for attributes with fuzzy values tend not to corroborate well. For example, the
following fact values might have been extracted for the population attribute for Australia.
300 (3 times)
21000000 (1 time)
21340000 (1 time)
22578420 (1 time)
20452340 (1 time)
The problem here is that the exact same number for the population is not mentioned on
more than one source. The incorrect extraction 300 however is extracted several times and
therefore gains higher trust.
To solve that problem, two assumptions are made.
1. The order of magnitude (OOM) for numeric facts is often the same for entities within
the same concept (OOM as power of 10). For example, most countries have a population
of millions of people (OOM of 6) or the height of human beings has almost always an
OOM of 2 when measured in centimeters. Of course there are exceptions as Vatican
versus China or Children versus Adults, but for the most entities it is assumed to be
true.
9Example for a constantly changing fact value: http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/
2006-10-12-population-milestone_x.htm, accessed on 19/10/2008
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2. There are well-known entities where the information about the numeric attribute can be
extracted with a very high trust. For example, the population of the Country Bhutan
might not be extracted very often as it is not very well-known whereas the population
of the United States is stated on many different pages and can be extracted with a
high trust value.
Figure 3.17 pictures the order of magnitude distribution of correct values for entities and four
numeric attributes of three example concepts Country, Car and Movie that were taken from
a test set. It supports the first assumption made, as it shows that for one numeric attribute
the order of magnitude is often the same. The HDI (human development index, blue bar) of
a country is always in the range of 0 to 1, that is the OOM is always -1. Four of five cars have
horsepower between 100 and 999 (OOM of 2). The countries in the test set have between 20
and 160 million inhabitants, which is only one OOM difference. The budget of movies is the
most diverse in the test set with 3 OOM present (7.5 million and OOM of 6 to 185 million
and OOM of 8).
Figure 3.17: Order of magnitude distribution for four different numeric attributes.
The second assumption was supported in the test set for most of the fact values. A bigger
test set with more entities (and more well-known ones) would most likely further support this
assumption.
To take advantage of the fact that the order of magnitude is often the same, WebKnox uses
a validation process across all entities for a given attribute. This process is called Cross
Validation and is part of the second step in the self-supervised learning loop (Figure 3.16b).
It works as follows.
1. For all numeric attributes, an order of magnitude distribution as shown in Figure 3.17
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is constructed.
2. If the highest trusted value from the first step of the learning loop is a numeric value,
the number is considered to be correct and the OOM of that number is given credit in
the attribute’s OOM distribution.
3. In the next iteration, the trust for the fact values for the same attribute will be calculated
as shown in Equation 3.7. The CrossValidationFactor (Equation 3.6) for a numeric fact
value is one plus the support of the OOM, which is a number between 0 and 1 with
one being 100% support (all other entities of the concept had values with exactly the
same OOM for that attribute) and zero being 0% support (no other entity of the same
concept had the same OOM for that attribute). For example, the CrossValidationFactor
for the fact value 21000000 and the attribute population with the OOM distribution
from Figure 3.17 would be 1 + 40100 = 1.4. That means that the trust for the fact value
is multiplied by 1.4 because other entities had values with a similar OOM for that
attribute.
CrossValidationFactor(x) = 1 + support(blog10(xvalue)c, xconcept) (3.6)
CrossValidationTrust(x) = CrossValidationFactor(x) ∗ CombinedTrust(x) (3.7)
In this section different structures to represent facts on web pages have been described. It was
shown how web pages with facts can be retrieved and how facts can be extracted from these
pages using different extraction structures. The main contribution of WebKnox is the ranking
of the extracted facts by using a self-supervised learning loop to estimate the precision of the
different extraction structures and thus helping to calculate a trust value for each extracted
fact. Furthermore, it was shown how cross validation can be used to adjust the trust in
numeric facts.
The next section describes how the extracted entities and facts are stored in a knowledge
base.
3.5 Persistence
Extracted facts are stored in a data ontology and in a database. The ontology allows other se-
mantic web applications to read and merge the extracted data of WebKnox while the database
is much faster to integrate and makes the storage of data a lot easier. The data ontology
is the same as the knowledge ontology but only the actual facts are stored, no concepts or
attributes.
The database is designed as shown in the E/R diagram in Figure 3.18. The Knowledge
Model (part above dashed line) is the database equivalent for the knowledge ontology. Data
(part below dashed line) represents the database equivalent for the data ontology.
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A concept can have many attributes and those can have many facts. A concept can also
have many entities and those can have many facts again. Thus, a fact is an entry with
a single value that belongs to exactly one concept, one entity and one attribute (x =<
xconcept, xentity, xattribute, xvalue >). Entities and facts can occur on many sources and a variety
of entities and facts can occur on one single source, thus the N to M relation between entity,
fact and source. For entities and facts the trust values are stored which makes it possible to
rank the tuples by their trust later on.
Figure 3.18: Entity Relationship Diagram of the database design.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the design of WebKnox has been presented. In order to find answers to
the posed research questions, the design has been guided by the requirements that had been
defined in the first chapter. The system consists of three parts, the input (web pages and
prior knowledge), the extraction processes and the output (entities and facts in data ontology
and database) which have been discussed in detail.
Before the designed system is evaluated, details about the implementation are provided by
the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter covers details about the implementation of WebKnox. First, the choice of
the development language is explained and second, the architecture of the system and its
packages is described in more detail. For each package, the main classes and functionalities
are highlighted with diagrams or source code examples. In the third part of this chapter, a
prototypical application is presented that makes use of the extracted information and shows
how an end user can benefit from the automatic extractions. The fourth part of this chapter,
the most important frameworks and APIs (Application Programming Interface), that were
used to implement the prototype of WebKnox, are briefly described.
Since the system has many classes, no complete class diagram is given and not all classes and
functionalities are explained.
4.1 Development Languages
All core components of WebKnox have been written in Java 1.6. Java has been chosen because
it is an object oriented programming (OOP) language which enables a developer to write
more manageable code. Java comes with a large set of standard data structures, classes and
methods that enable development of sophisticated applications. Whenever a functionality is
not supported by the standard Java API, a wide variety of free, well-documented packages are
available to enhance the standard API of Java. This way a lot of time can be saved, as generic
code, such as parsing XML documents, evaluating XPath expressions or modifying database
entries, does not have to be rewritten. Also the support regarding tools and documentation
is superior to most other OOP languages. Furthermore, Java seems to be the most often used
programming language in computer science research as many major research frameworks are
available in Java first. All theses reasons led to the choice of Java over other alternatives.
A prototype of a web application that uses the extracted information has also been developed.
For this application the scripting language PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) was used as
it is very fast and due to framework support, it is easy and quick to develop web applications
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using a model view controller (MVC) pattern. The web application also uses Java Script to
add interactivity to the client side.
4.2 Architecture of WebKnox
The WebKnox system consists of several core packages that are explained in more detail in
this section. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of these packages, less important packages have
been left out (reporting, helper and test packages).
Figure 4.1: The core packages of WebKnox.
4.2.1 Control Package
The control package consists of a controller class that instantiates the graphical user interface
and is the entry point for the program. Also the logging classes are kept in this package.
4.2.2 Graphical User Interface Package
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been implemented using a simple Java Swing interface
that provides all basic GUI components needed. Figure 4.2 shows a screenshot of the user
interface. The interface includes functionality to launch the extraction processes, perform data
and knowledge base operation (cleansing, emptying) and create reports about the extracted
data. For more details about an active process, the logging can be switched on and is shown
in the text box in the middle of the screen.
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the WebKnox administration panel.
4.2.3 Web Package
The web package consists of classes that are the interface between WebKnox and the web.
These classes are the Crawler, which downloads web pages and the SourceRetriever which is
able to retrieve search results from four major search engines. Using multiple search engines
help to evaluate the generic search queries because it is possible to determine whether the
queries are designed for one particular engine or work on others as well. Most of the search
engines can be accessed by a web service they provide. The retrieval from those search engines
is outlined in the following paragraphs.
Google
Google is the leading search engine. Google does not provide a Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) interfaces for its search results (anymore) but uses an Asynchronous Javascript And
XML (AJAX) interface1 to offer their search results. The interface is intended to be used
from JavaScript code but eventually the requests are sent to a certain URL that returns the
results. This way, WebKnox bypasses the JavaScript code and directly queries the service
endpoint which then can be used like a REST interface. The following query style is used
to access Google’s search index, where START is the offset in the search results, rsz=large
means that eight results are returned and SEARCHQUERY is the query string.
http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/services/search/web?v=1.0
&start=START
&rsz=large
&q=SEARCHQUERY
1http://code.google.com/apis/ajaxsearch/web.html, accessed on 20/10/2008
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The only response format provided is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) which can easily be
decoded using a Java library for JSON encoding and decoding. The Google Search API does
not require any API Key and more importantly, there are no usage limits for their service.
Hakia
Hakia is a relatively new semantic search engine. The search engine provides a REST inter-
face2 for its search index which is used by WebKnox in the following form, where API_KEY is
the key for the application, SEARCHQUERY is the query string and RESULTCOUNT is the number
of results returned by each request.
http://syndication.hakia.com/searchapi.aspx?search.type=search
&search.pid=API_KEY
&search.query=SEARCHQUERY
&search.language=en
&search.numberofresult=RESULTCOUNT
The requests to the search service are responded with XML documents which makes it easy
to retrieve the results with Java’s native XML interface operations. To use the service, an
API key is required and the usage is limited to 30,000 queries per day.
Microsoft Live Search
Microsoft Live Search is one of the leading search services after Google and Yahoo. Live
Search provides a SOAP interface for accessing the search index. This interface was however
not accessible from Java at the time of writing the code. Therefore, results from Live Search
have been scraped from the HTML result pages from http://search.live.com. A URL is
used to query the index where SEARCHQUERY is the query string and OFFSET is the number of
results skipped from the first one.
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?form=pore
&q=SEARCHQUERY
&first=OFFSET
The actual links are retrieved by creating a DOM of the result page, retrieving all anchor
nodes to the ranked pages by XPath and extracting the content of each anchor node’s href
attribute.
/HTML/BODY/DIV/DIV/DIV[2]/DIV/DIV[1]/DIV/DIV/UL/LI/H3/A
2Hakia club: http://club.hakia.com, accessed on 20/10/2008
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This way of accessing the results is unsafe as the structure of the website might change but it
turned out to be reliable during the testing period. No API key is required and no limitations
on the number of searches were experienced.
Yahoo!
Yahoo is one of world’s leading search engines and it provides a REST interface3 for its index.
WebKnox uses the following query style to query the index, where API_KEY is the application
key, SEARCHQUERY is the query string and RESULTCOUNT is the number of results per request.
http://search.yahooapis.com/WebSearchService/V1/webSearch?appid=API_KEY
&query=SEARCHQUERY
&results=RESULTCOUNT
The results can be retrieved in XML, JSON or PHP format, of which XML is chosen for the
WebKnox system. Yahoo requires the use of an API key and limits the number of queries per
day to 5,000 per IP address.
4.2.4 Extraction Package
The extraction package consists of all classes that are part of the extraction process.
Focused Crawl Extraction
The focused crawl entity extraction technique is the most complex entity extraction mech-
anism of WebKnox and is therefore shown in Figure 4.3 in more detail. First, sources are
retrieved with one of the generic queries such as “list of CONCEPT”, then it is tried to find
a pagination on the web page, if a pagination is found, the list detector tries to find a list
on the first page and entities are extracted from all pages that can be reached by following
the pagination. On pages with no detectable pagination, the list detector tries to find a list
and extracts entities in case a list was found. The algorithm ends for each retrieved source
when no list was detectable or all pages that could be found were visited and entities were
extracted.
Page Analysis
The fact extraction process needs to analyze a web page in order to find the correct extraction
structure. Depending on where an attribute is mentioned on a web page, a different extrac-
tion structure is used. The criteria for choosing the extraction structure is explained in the
following paragraphs.
3http://developer.yahoo.com/search/web/webSearch.html, accessed on 20/12/2008
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Figure 4.3: Activity diagram of the focused crawl extraction of WebKnox.
Figure 4.4 shows an activity diagram of the analyzing process for one attribute of a given
entity. During the analysis, a fact host string is detected, that is a part of a text which is
expected to host the value for a given attribute. First, the attribute occurrence on the source
is found and it is checked whether the attribute appears in a phrase. If it is in a phrase, the
phrase extraction structure is used (yellow) and all text following the phrase (or until the end
of the sentence) is the fact host string. If the attribute is not part of a phrase, an XPath is
built that points to the occurrence of the attribute. If the XPath points to an element inside a
table and the number of words around the attribute is below a certain threshold (6 words), the
next TD-Element is searched and all text of that element is the fact host string. Although it
is not good style, many websites use tables for layout purposes, which means that very many
attribute names appear in tables that are not used to represent relational data (Cafarella
et al. (2008b) found that actually only 1.1% of the tables on the web contain relational data).
Thus, the criteria for a short text around the attribute occurrence (“is free text” check in
Figure 4.4) because “real” fact tables often use only a few words for the attribute and the
value appears in the next column (see Figure 3.12 for an example of such a table). If the
attribute is not in a table or it appears in free text, it is checked whether a colon “:” is found
after the attribute. If so, it is tried to find the text after that colon, that is the colon pattern
(blue) is used. If no colon is present the free text extraction structure (red) is employed, that
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is all text around the attribute is taken as the fact host string.
After the fact host string has been found, it is also determined which extraction structure was
used. The fact host string is then scanned for a value that matches the attribute’s data type,
that is a regular expression is used to find the value. The matching value is entered as a fact
value for the entity’s attribute and the next occurrence of the attribute on the current source
is searched. If there are no more occurrences, the next source is searched through. After all
sources have been scanned the process ends for that attribute and entity.
Extraction Sequence
Figure 4.5 depicts the sequence diagram of the fact extraction process that is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.4 and shows which classes are involved in that process. For each entity, fact queries are
generated by the FactQueryFactory. These fact queries are sent to the SourceRetriever which
queries a search engine and returns the URLs of sources that host the desired attributes. If
a fact query returnes a source that has the attribute mentioned in a phrase such as “The
population of Australia is” the FactExtractor can search for the attribute value right after the
phrase. If the retrieved source has the fact mentioned somewhere else, the FactExtractionDe-
cisionTree finds the FactStrings (fact host strings) by analyzing the page and searching for
different extraction structures. The FactExtractor than tries to match the regular expressions
of the desired attribute on the retrieved FactStrings. This process loops until every attribute
for each entity and every retrieved source per attribute has been processed. After the loop
stops, the extracted facts are made persistent in the database by the DatabaseManager. The
facts are also stored in a knowledge base by a OntologyManager which is not shown in Figure
4.5 as it works in an analogous way. A call to the PersistenceManager saves the data in both,
the database and the knowledge base.
4.2.5 Normalization Package
The normalization package consists of the DateNormalizer, the StringNormalizer and the
UnitNormalizer classes. These classes are responsible for transforming different fact repre-
sentations into a common format.
Date Normalization
The DateNormalizer class takes several different date formats as input and tries to normal-
ize them to the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) standard which represents a date as
YYYY-MM-DD (Y = Year, M = Month, D = Day). This normalized format makes it also easier
to store it in a database and run date calculations directly on the database engine. It is
not easy to transform any date representation into UTC, for example the format of the date
01/02/2009 could be 2009-02-01 or 2009-01-02 (U.S. format). WebKnox does not try to
find out whether the date is in U.S. format and might transform some dates incorrectly.
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Figure 4.4: The fact extraction process and analysis of extraction structures.
The following list shows different representations of one example date. WebKnox can trans-
form all of these representations (and more slight variations that are not shown) into the
UTC format 1962-01-17.
17.01.1962
17.1.1962
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Figure 4.5: Sequence of the fact extraction process.
17/1/62
17/01/1962
17-01-1962
17 January, 1962
17th January 1962
17.Jan ’62
17 JAN 62
January 17,1962
January 17,’62
January 17th, 1962
Jan 17th, 1962
Since the formats are considerably different, they need to be handled separately. WebKnox
uses a set of four regular expressions to find and transform the dates:
1. For dates given in the format YYYY-MM-DD (such as 1962-01-17)
(\d){4}-(\d){2}-(\d){2}
2. For dates given in the format DD.MM.YYYY (such as 17.01.1962)
(\d){1,2}[\.|/|-](\d){1,2}[\.|/|-](\d){1,4}
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3. For dates given in the format DD Monthname YYYY (such as 17th January, 1962)
(?<!(\d){2})(\d){1,2}(th)?(\.)?(\s)?(\w){3,9}((\,)|(\s))+([’])?(\d){2,4}
4. For dates given in the format Monthname DD YYYY (such as January 17th, 1962)
(\w){3,9}\s(\d){1,2}(th)?((\,)|(\s))+([’])?(\d){2,4}
String Normalization
The StringNormalizer class is used to normalize different numeric representations into a format
that can be parsed by Java. For example, 21,000,000 and 21 000 000 is transformed to
21000000 and 4,45 is another way of representing 4.45.
Unit Normalization
The UnitNormalizer class reads the numeric representation of the fact and takes the string
after the fact value into account to find out which unit it represents. WebKnox can parse the
following unit types:
• Time units (year, month, week, day, hour, minute, second and millisecond) are normal-
ized to seconds.
• Length units (kilometer, mile, meter, decimeter, foot, inch, centimeter and millimeter)
are normalized to centimeters.
• Weight units (ton, kilogram, pound, ounce and gram) are normalized to grams.
• Area units (square kilometer, square mile, hectare and square meter) are normalized to
square meters.
• Frequency units (terra-, giga-, mega-, kilohertz and hertz) are normalized to hertz.
• Binary units (terra-, giga-, mega-, kilobyte, byte and bit) are normalized to byte.
• Technical units (such as horsepower, newton meter and kilowatt) are also parsed and
normalized.
Besides units, the UnitNormalizer also finds quantity multipliers (such as thousand, million,
billion and trillion) which enable normalizations such as 21 million to 21000000 for example.
The UnitNormalizer also recognizes a set of abbreviations for each unit, such as “seconds” is
also “sec” or just “s”. Sometimes fact values are composed and several units are involved, for
example, the runtime of a movie could be given in a format as 2 hours 24 minutes. The
UnitNormalizer is able to handle those representations when the fact value is given in the
following format, where the part in the brackets is optional.
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X UNIT1 Y UNIT2 [Z UNIT3]
X, Y and Z must be numeric values and UNIT1 to UNIT3 must be strings that represent a unit.
UNIT1 has to be greater than UNIT2 and UNIT2 must be greater than UNIT3. Which unit is
greater can be found out by the normalization factor, for example, the time units hour and
minute are normalized to second, one hour is 3600 seconds while one minute is 60 seconds,
that is the normalization factor for hour is greater than the one for minute. Times are often
represented with colon separation (such as 04:24 for 4 minutes 24 seconds) which is also taken
into account. The UnitNormalizer can normalize composed values such as the following.
5’ 9’’ to 175 cm
5 foot 9 inches to 175 cm
2 min 3 sec to 123 seconds
2m:03s to 123 seconds
2 hours 3 minutes 4 seconds to 7384 seconds
2h3m4s to 7384 seconds
02:03:04 to 7384 seconds
1 week 3 days to 36000 seconds
3 tons 40 kilograms to 3040000 grams
4.2.6 Knowledge Package
All prior and extracted knowledge is kept in the knowledge package. Figure 4.6 shows the
relations between the most important classes in that package. A Concept has at least one
Attribute and an arbitrary number of entities. Each Entity can have zero facts (in case no
extraction happened) and maximum as many facts as its concept has attributes (in case for
each attribute at least one value has been extracted). Every Fact belongs to exactly one
attribute but can have many different values, for example a fact about the population of
Australia can have the extracted values 21000000 and 2008 and others. Each FactValue
must have at least one Source it was extracted from but it could also have been extracted
from many different sources.
Figure 4.6: Class diagram for knowledge classes.
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4.2.7 Persistence Package
The persistence package contains classes that read from and write to disk. The package
has two responsibilities, the first one is storing extractions onto disk and thus making them
persistent. Extraction results are kept in two representations, an ontology and a database.
The second responsibility is keeping the knowledge model consistent (that is the relations
between concepts and attributes) in both, knowledge ontology and database. As shown in
Figure 4.1 the persistent package is also connected to the Lucene Index. This index is used
to store web pages on disk for benchmarking the system with a fixed set of sources.
Modeling the Knowledge Ontology
As shown in the background chapter (see Section 2.2.4) the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
is the best choice for representing knowledge. Therefore it is chosen as the representation
language for WebKnox. The RDF/XML markup is barely human readable and difficult to
edit, hence, Protege-OWL is used to model the knowledge ontology (any other tool that
produces valid RDF/XML markup can be used as well).
The knowledge ontology is always modeled in OWL because it is easy for a human editor
to use graphical tools such as Protege-OWL to do that task. This way the requirement
for minimal effort to construct, edit and manage the knowledge model is met. When the
knowledge ontology is changed by the user, the ontology can automatically be transformed
into a relational representation for the database by the OntologyManager class.
Data Types
So far WebKnox supports the most common XSD data types explained in the design chapter.
Each attribute gets a data type assigned when modeling the OWL ontology. Values for the
attribute on websites are expected to be represented in the format that the data type is
associated with. For that purpose each XSD data type is internally associated with a regular
expression.
• A string must begin with an uppercase character and each following word that begins
either with a number or an uppercase character is added to the string:
([A-Z.]{1}([\.]{0,}){1,}(\s)?)+([A-Z.0-9]{1,}([\.]{0,}){1,}(\s)?)*
• A boolean value is only extracted from tables where it is often presented with “yes”
or “no”, hence the regular expression: (?<!(\w))(?i)(yes|no)(?!(\w))
• Numeric values must not be wrapped inside a word (such as in Echo9Delta) and can
have white spaces, commas or periods between the numbers:
(?<!(\w)-)(?<!(\w))((\d){1,}((,|\.|\s))?){1,}(?!((\d)+-(\d)+))(?!-(\d)+)
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• The date data type has been discussed along with the DateNormalizer in Section 4.2.5.
The regular expression to find one of the supported date formats is composed of all four
date regular expressions (DATE1 to DATE4) with an or operator (“|”) in that order:
((DATE1)|(DATE2)|(DATE3)|(DATE4))
• The AnyType data type is a string with any kind of characters: (.)*
Data Ontology
The data ontology holds the extracted data and imports the user modeled knowledge ontology
and the sources ontology. The sources ontology consists of only one class Source with the
data type properties url and trust. Both ontologies are imported via the owl:imports
command.
Database
The capability to store extractions in a database has been implemented using MySQL4.
MySQL is a free database engine and due to the many supported languages, it is also possible
to create and manipulate databases directly from Java. The WebKnox database consists of
seven tables: concepts, attributes, entities, facts, sources, entities sources and facts sources
(see E/R diagram in Figure 3.18).
4.3 WebKnox Web Application
WebKnox extracts entities and facts from the web, but the extractions are stored in a knowl-
edge base and can not easily be accessed by a user. To show that the extracted information is
valuable and relevant for real world applications, a prototype of a web application that uses
the extracted information was developed.
The web application uses the model view controller (MVC) pattern that became popular for
web applications because it makes them quick to deploy and easy to maintain. Figure 4.7
shows the MVC pattern. Each concept that is stored in the WebKnox knowledge base gets
its own controller. The controller than loads the model from the knowledge base and shows a
view for the concept. Each concept can have its own view since the facts may require different
visualizations.
The web application consists of a single input field where the user can input the name of
an entity. The entity is searched in the knowledge base and the responsible controller loads
the data and the view. Figure 4.8 shows a screenshot of the web application. The user
has searched for the entity Nokia N95 8GB and the controller for mobile phones forwarded
4http://www.mysql.com, accessed on 20/10/2008
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Figure 4.7: MVC Pattern.
Figure 4.8: A screenshot of the prototype web application.
the mobile phone view to the user. On the retrieved page, all facts that were extracted by
WebKnox are listed. For the requested entity, WebKnox was also able to extract an image.
After the fact mention, a question mark can be clicked which results in a little pop up window
with information about the trust in the fact and where and how the fact was extracted. Should
the user doubt the facts, he or she could visit the pages and see if the extractions were correct.
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4.4 Frameworks and APIs
The core functionality of Java can easily be extended by including packages from third party
developers. WebKnox makes extensive use of those extensions and includes a variety of
frameworks and APIs. The most relevant of them are briefly discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Jaxen Jaxen is an open source XPath library5. Jaxen offers functionality to apply XPath
expressions to the DOM of a semi-structured HTML page. Practice showed that it handles
name spaces and XHTML pages better than the standard XPath classes provided by Java.
Handling XPath expressions is an essential functionality that WebKnox employs often and
therefore uses Jaxen.
Jena Jena is a framework6 that can be employed to build semantic web applications. Among
other features, Jena provides an RDF and an OWL API so that semantic documents can be
read and generated from a program. WebKnox uses Jena to read the OWL knowledge ontology
and to store extracted facts in the OWL data ontology.
Lucene Lucene is a fast text indexing and searching engine7. The index for the test set
data for WebKnox evaluation has been indexed using only basic Lucene features. This way a
consistent and fixed data set could be used during evaluation of the system.
NekoHTML NekoHTML is an HTML scanner8 and tag balancer that can read HTML
documents and transform them into a DOM. The standard Java API can only read well
formed XML documents which is not sufficient for working with real world HTML documents.
Webmasters make mistakes when writing websites, tags might be left open or they have
incorrect attributes. NekoHTML cleans up the document, that is it inserts missing tags. The
resulting document can then be accessed using standard XML interfaces from Java. Different
HTML parsers have been tested to suit the needs for WebKnox but only NekoHTML is
sophisticated enough and complies to standards so it can be integrated easily in the project.
WordNET WordNet is a lexical database9 for English words. It is not only a simple dictio-
nary but also stores the relations between words, for example when two words are synonyms.
These relations can be of semantic (meaningful relation) or lexical nature. WebKnox uses
WordNET to automatically find synonyms for a given concept name.
5http://jaxen.codehaus.org/, accessed on 20/10/2008
6http://jena.sourceforge.net/, accessed on 20/10/2008
7http://lucene.apache.org/, accessed on 20/10/2008
8http://sourceforge.net/projects/nekohtml, accessed on 20/10/2008
9http://wordnet.princeton.edu/, accessed on 20/10/2008
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Other Libraries Additionally, WebKnox used iText10 for PDF creation, JUnit11 for test
cases, SimMetrics12 for string similarity comparison, JSON13 for encoding and decoding
JavaScript standard object notation, MySQL Connector14 for database connectivity and
JFreeChart15 for producing graphs and charts.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter the architecture of WebKnox has been explained in more detail and the
most important packages and classes were explained. The chapter also explained why Java
was chosen as the programming language and which frameworks and APIs have been used
to implement and enhance the system. Furthermore, a prototypical web application was
developed and it was shown how end users can benefit from the extracted information.
The next chapter evaluates WebKnox and its core features.
10http://www.lowagie.com/iText/, accessed on 20/10/2008
11http://www.junit.org/, accessed on 20/10/2008
12http://sourceforge.net/projects/simmetrics/, accessed on 05/12/2008
13http://json-lib.sourceforge.net/, accessed on 20/10/2008
14http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/3.1.html, accessed on 20/10/2008
15http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/, accessed on 20/10/2008
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
In this chapter the core algorithms of WebKnox are assessed. The evaluation is divided in
two parts. First the entity extraction techniques are evaluated, second the techniques for the
fact extraction are assessed. For the entity extraction part, the list and pagination detection
are evaluated, two wrapper inductors are compared, the three entity extraction techniques
are assessed and finally the entity trust voting algorithm is evaluated.
The fact extraction part of the evaluation chapter is structured as follows. First, a test set
is described and it is explained which concepts, entities and attributes were chosen. Second,
a baseline approach is described, which is then used in the subsequent sections to evaluate
WebKnox. Third, the source retrieval of WebKnox is evaluated and the influence on the
extraction performance from the different queries is shown. Fourth, all extraction structures
are evaluated separately. In the fifth part, the trust learning loop is evaluated and it is shown
how close the estimated precision approaches the real precision of the different structures.
Sixth, cross validation of numeric fact values is evaluated against the baseline and WebKnox
itself without cross validation. Seventh, the image retrieval is evaluated. Eights, the trade-off
between precision and recall depending on the relative trust is shown before the ninth part
evaluates the overall fact extraction performance of WebKnox against the baseline.
5.1 Entity Extraction
List and Pagination Detection
The list detector has been tested on 60 web pages across 10 concepts. The web pages have
been found by querying Google with the concept name and the term “list” (and variations).
Pages with actual lists and without lists have been chosen for evaluation. The correct XPath
was assigned for about 55% of the pages. The list detector aims however to rather reject a
page if the list is not likely to be a list of entities so that the actual accuracy of accepted list
pages is about 77%, that is, from 23% of the pages that are analyzed with the list detector,
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wrong lists are detected.
The pagination detection has been tested on over 70 web pages in 10 concepts. Web pages
with pagination and without pagination were chosen for evaluation. The pagination XPath
(or an empty XPath if no pagination was present) was assigned with an accuracy of about
90%.
5.1.1 Wrapper Inductor Comparison
The seed extraction technique of the entity extraction process makes use of two kinds of
wrapper induction mechanisms, the Affix Wrapper Inductor (AWI) and the XPath Wrapper
Inductor (XWI). The AWI has been implemented very similar to the one described for the
SEAL system (Wang and Cohen, 2007) and is now compared to XWI which is the preferred
wrapper by WebKnox.
For the evaluation 40 list pages across 20 different concepts (2 pages per concept) were col-
lected by querying the Google search engine with the terms “list of CONCEPTs” or “CON-
CEPT list” where CONCEPT is the name of the concept. The first pages that really had a list
of the sought concept present, were taken for evaluation. An exception was made if a very
similar list for another concept has already been taken. That is because for many terms, web
pages from Wikipedia are under the first results of Google and lists would always be from the
same type thus skewing the comparison.
For each web page, two seeds were chosen randomly and the precision and recall of both
wrapper inductors were determined. Precision and recall were then averaged over the 40 test
pages. If a wrapper inductor did not return any results (undefined precision) the precision
was left out at the averaging step. Figure 5.1 shows the two wrapper inductors in comparison.
The two red bars on the top show the precision (pr) and recall (re) for the Affix Wrapper
Inductor whereas the two blue bars in the bottom depict the precision and recall of the XPath
Wrapper Inductor. It can be seen that the AWI has a slightly higher recall than the XWI.
The XWI however aims for high precision which is achieved at about 98.94%. The F1-Score
for the AWI is about 67% while the XWI reaches about 88%. A paired t-test of the F1-Scores
for both inductors shows that the higher score for the XWI is statistically significant with p
being 0.034.
Figure 5.1: Comparison of precision and recall from the AWI and the XWI.
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5.1.2 Entity Extraction Techniques
Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of 12 queries for the three extraction techniques. For the evalu-
ation, a random sample of maximum 100 entities per query has been evaluated. Entities were
chosen regardless of the number of extractions. The seed extractor used randomly selected
seeds of the top 2000 entities from the knowledge base (ranked by number of extractions)
and used them in 20 combinations per concept. The red bars in the figure show the precision
(left Y-Axis) of the query averaged over 10 concepts, the blue bars depict the number of
extractions for each query in a logarithmic scale (right Y-Axis). The green bars next to the
red and blue bars visualize the standard deviation. The horizontal red and blue lines show
the weighted average precision and average number of extractions per extraction technique.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of the three entity extraction techniques and their queries.
The figure shows that the phrase extraction technique (first three queries) have the highest
average precision but lead to the fewest extractions. The “list of” query from the focused
crawl extraction technique has the highest average precision with about 65% and extracted
over 1,300 entities per concept on average. All seeded queries led to the largest number of
extractions but with the lowest average precision compared with the two other extraction
techniques. It is important to note that all queries were very concept dependent, that is, for
some concepts they worked exceptionally well whereas they did not reach a high precision for
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others. The high standard deviation for precision and number of extraction values shows this
dependency in the figure. The total weighted average precision for the entity extraction is
about 41%.
5.1.3 Entity Trust Voting
Figure 5.3 shows the precision and the number of extractions for the 10 concepts that were
used for the evaluation before and after the trust voting. The voting was performed in one
iteration only and the seed entity for each concept was found by ranking the entities that were
extracted from more than two different queries of the phrase or the focused crawl extraction
technique ordered by the number of extractions. For each concept a sample of 100 entities
was chosen to sample the precision.
Figure 5.3: Effects of entity trust voting on precision and number of extractions.
There are two red and two blue bars for each concept. The light red bar visualizes the sampled
precision (left Y-Axis) right after the entity extraction process. The dark red bar shows the
sampled precision that can be observed after the entity trust voting. The light and dark blue
bars depict the number of extractions right after the entity extraction and after the trust
voting respectively. The blue bars are on a logarithmic scale (right Y-Axis). A star (*) after
the concept name means that a correct entity has been found automatically as a seed for the
voting. A circle (°) means that no seed was found. That is the case for the concept Musician,
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therefore the precision is undefined. If there is no symbol after the concept name, a wrong
seed was chosen.
The number of extractions decreases for every concept (dark blue bars) since the voting aims
to filter out incorrect extractions. The precision might also decrease if a wrong seed is used
but most importantly, the figure shows that if a correct seed entity is used for the trust voting
(concepts with *) the precision does in fact increase. In an overall comparison the trust voting
raises the average precision over the 10 concepts by about 25%.
5.2 Fact Extraction
5.2.1 Test Set
The Test Set contains six different concepts (five entities each) and five data types. Figure 5.4
shows the complete ontology used for the benchmarking with all attributes for each concept.
The named ellipses are the different concepts that are all subclasses of the OWL superclass
Thing. The named rectangles under each concept are the attributes that belong to each
concept. Table 5.1 shows the six concepts from the test set and the number of different data
types assigned to the attributes. In total there are 255 textual facts to extract.
The entities for each concept were chosen manually by applying the following criteria to gain
a more representative sample for each concept:
1. Notebooks were chosen from different manufacturers, old and new ones with a diversity
of features were picked.
2. Mobile Phones were chosen in a similar way as Notebooks.
3. Countries were chosen from different continents, smaller and bigger countries were
picked.
4. Cars were picked from different manufacturers, popular1 as well as less well-known cars
were chosen.
5. Movies were also chosen based on popularity1, that is well-known as well as fairly
obscure movies were chosen.
6. Only well-known Hollywood Actors were chosen as there is often a lack of data for
actors not widely known, attributes such as height or place of birth are not posted
on the web for them. Female as well as male actors were picked for the test set.
All used entities are listed in the Appendix C.
1popularity based on Google hit counts when looking for the entity name
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Figure 5.4: The knowledge ontology of the test set.
2420 HTML pages were retrieved for the test set using the REST web service from Yahoo2.
Each entity was searched for using two multi-attribute queries and each attribute of an entity
resulted in three single-attribute queries. For each query, only the top eight retrieved URLs
were used for the fact extraction process. Not all queries led to eight answers from the search
engine, in that case all answers were taken.
The evaluation in the following sections relies on the measures precision, recall and F1-Score
as explained in Section 2.4 of the background chapter. Additionally, the measure found is
used several times. Found is the ratio of all extractions (regardless whether they are correct
or not) to the number of facts searched for. A found value of 1 means, that for every attribute
at least one value has been extracted. If not otherwise stated, the measures always relate to
the complete test set of the WebKnox system.
2http://developer.yahoo.com/search/, accessed on 20/10/2008
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Concept #Numeric #String #Boolean #AnyType #Date #Image #Total
Country 9 3 0 1 0 1 14
Car 5 0 0 0 0 1 6
Mobile Phone 6 0 8 1 0 1 16
Notebook 6 1 0 0 0 1 8
Movie 2 3 0 1 1 2 9
Actor 1 2 0 0 1 1 5
Total 29 9 8 3 2 7 58
Table 5.1: Test set concepts and data types.
5.2.2 Baseline
Basically two different approaches are used today: (1) wrapper induction and extracting
information from tables and (2) treating the website as a long string (bag of words) by
removing the tags. As the developed approach extracts information not only from tables, it
is appropriate to compare it to the latter technique.
The baseline extraction works similar to the technique from the GRAZER system (Zhao and
Betz, 2007). All tags are removed from the website, all occurrences of the attribute are
evaluated and the corresponding fact values are to appear before or after the attribute. Only
the first 150 characters before and after the attribute are searched for the matching pattern to
delimit noise. The trust is calculated only by counting the number of extractions (Quantity
Trust).
5.2.3 Evaluation of Source Retrieval
WebKnox uses a set of generic queries to retrieve web pages that are likely to have a mention
of the facts being searched for. For this purpose, WebKnox queries a generic search engine
such as Google. Figure 5.5 depicts precision, recall and found measures in percent for each
single query and combinations of them. The graphic shows that only searching for the entity
name with a multi-attribute query (Query 1) results in a precision of about 67% but less
than 75% of the facts were found. Combining both multi-attribute queries improves the
precision, recall and found measure between 4 and 7%. The very specific single-attribute
queries three and four find only a small portion of the facts (18-19%), whereas query five
finds about 76% percent of all facts with a precision of just above 45%. Although it seems
that the single-attribute queries are not of much benefit when used alone, the figure shows
that they are helpful to increase recall and found measures when used in combination with
the multi-attribute queries. Finally, when using all queries, an answer is found for about 95%
of facts being searched for, leading to a recall of about 63%. The precision is slightly worse
(about 5%) than the one when using Query 1+2 but 15% more facts are discovered using all
queries. The precision can then be increased again using the learning loop, which is shown
later.
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Figure 5.5: Evaluation of the generic queries to retrieve relevant fact pages.
Figure 5.6 depicts the evaluation of the source retrieval depending on the number of results
per query. For this evaluation, all queries (see Figure 5.5) have been used. The precision,
recall and found measures are averaged values that were determined by using four search
engines for the retrieval: Google, Hakia, Microsoft Live Search and Yahoo.
Figure 5.6: Efficiency of WebKnox depending on the number of pages per query. Measures
are averaged across four different search engines.
The standard deviation for the measures is between 1 and 5% which shows that the source
retrieval works almost equally well for any of the generic search engines and does not depend
on special features of a certain engine (see Appendix B for a comparison of WebKnox’s fact
extraction precision dependent on the four search engines). The figure shows, as one would
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expect intuitively, that precision, recall and found increase when more pages are taken for
extraction. To keep the test set at a manageable size for further evaluation, it is enough when
95% of the facts are found. This is the case when the top eight results for each query are used
for the extraction process. All further evaluations for the fact extraction rely on the test set
that was gained by taking the top eight results from Yahoo for all queries. That is because
using pages from Yahoo resulted in the highest F1-Score for the fact extractions for the top
eight pages.
5.2.4 Evaluation of Extraction Structures
Figure 5.7: The overall performance of the different extraction structures.
Figure 5.7 shows the four extraction structures in comparison through all concepts of the test
set. The measures are again precision, recall, found and only. “Only” means, that the correct
value for the fact was only found using this structure and none of the others succeeded. It
can clearly be seen that extractions from tables are the most reliable and many facts (12.9%)
can only be found when searching in tables. While the phrase structure finds only about a
quarter of the expected facts, it extracts the correct value in more than half of the cases. A
very small amount (1.6%) of the facts can only be found after colons and is extracted with
a precision of about 36%. Extractions from free text sentences are the least reliable ones
with only just about every fifth fact being correct. However, 68.6% of the searched facts are
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mentioned in free text and almost 6% of these facts can only be extracted correctly when
looking in free text sentences.
Figure 5.8: Comparison of precision and recall between the baseline and WebKnox for the
five data types.
Figure 5.8 shows a comparison of precision and recall of extractions for the five data types be-
tween the baseline and WebKnox (after 8 iterations for the extraction structure trust learning
loop). The upper, light colored bars represent the baseline while the lower, dark colored bars
depict the values for WebKnox. It can be seen that the precision of WebKnox extractions is
better for all of the five data types while keeping the recall at almost the same level as the
precision. Only for boolean values, the recall dropped slightly below the one of the baseline.
This is because WebKnox only extracts boolean values from tables and therefore misses a
small amount of values, this way however leads to an extraction precision for that data type
of 100%.
5.2.5 Evaluation of Extraction Structure Trust Learning
Figure 5.9 shows the learned trust values for the four extraction structures after every iteration
of the learning loop (see Figure 3.16). The dashed lines visualize the manually determined
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precision values in the test set for each extraction structure (compare with Figure 5.7) and
the solid lines are the automatically calculated trust values that were calculated during the
learning loop. All trust values were initialized with 0.5.
Figure 5.9: Evaluation of the self-supervised learning loop for the extraction structure trust.
The graphic shows that the free text (red) and table (green) extraction structure do not
change very much after the first sixty iterations. The phrase and the colon pattern extraction
structure however, seem to drop and raise quickly even after forty iterations. This behavior
is due to the occurrences of these structures. Figure 5.7 pictured that the found value for
these two structures was lower than for free text and table, which means that the extraction
structure occurs more rarely and therefore it takes longer to gain a stable trust value.
The loop did not stop before all iterations have been performed since the trust values did not
converge so far. 172 was the maximum number of iterations for the test set with 255 textual
facts since not all facts have been found. After 172 iterations, three of the four extraction
structures got an automatically assigned trust value that was in a 4% margin of the “correct”
precision value for the extraction structure in the test set. The highest discrepancy can be
seen with phrase that was 5.2% away from the correct trust value. This again can be explained
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by the low occurrence number, only every fourth fact can be found by the phrase extraction
structure (see Figure 5.7).
The black line in Figure 5.9 depicts the overall precision of WebKnox after each iteration.
It shows that the precision does in fact increase as the extraction structures get trust values
closer to their real precision. Through the learning loop, an overall precision gain of 7.4% is
achieved, recall is also affected positively with an increase of about 7%.
5.2.6 Evaluation of Cross Validation
Figure 5.10 shows a comparison of the extraction precision for the numeric data type. The
figure compares the baseline (top), WebKnox without cross validation (middle) and with cross
validation (bottom). In both cases WebKnox found 143 of the 145 numeric facts in the test
set. The learning loop was performed 172 times in both cases, until no more iterations were
possible. Without cross validation 63.19% of the extracted numeric values were correct. Using
cross validation showed a gain in precision of almost 7% to 70.13%. The difference between
the baseline and WebKnox for numeric fact values increased to now over 25% in precision.
Figure 5.10: Evaluation of the extraction precision of numeric values with and without cross
validation.
5.2.7 Evaluation of Image Fact Extraction
The image fact extraction has been evaluated separately from the textual fact extraction
process. Table 5.2 shows which images and how many images were sought for the test set.
The entry “entity name” in the attribute column of the table means that only the entity
name was used in the query for the image retrieval. With five entities per concept a total of
65 images were sought.
Concept Attribute Number
Country flag 1
Car entity name 1
Mobile Phone entity name 4
Notebook entity name 1
Movie poster 1
Movie scene 4
Actor entity name 1
Table 5.2: Number of sought images per concept for evaluation.
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The retrieved images were manually inspected and an image was said to be correct when it
shows the attribute or entity that was searched for. If an image was extracted twice or more
often, the duplicates were said to be incorrect. WebKnox retrieved 62 of the 65 sought images
of which 55 were correct. This leads to a precision of about 88.71%.
5.2.8 Precision and Recall Trade-off
Every extracted fact is assigned a relative trust after extraction. Depending on that trust, a
trade-off between precision and recall can be made. Figure 5.11 shows that trade-off for the
extracted values from the test set (after 172 iterations of the learning loop). The trend is
as one would expect: the higher the relative trust, the more precise are the extractions but
the lower the recall. The recall starts to drop at about 18% relative trust but is static before
that point, which means that all correctly extracted values have at least a trust value of 18%.
The 18% relative trust mark is also the highest mark for the F1-Score. The precision peaks
at about 83% relative trust and slightly declines after that point until it reaches 86.2% when
the relative trust is 100%. This is due to a few incorrect facts that were only extracted once
and with a wrong value, for example the CPU speed of one Notebook has been found and
extracted only once but with an incorrect value which led to a relative trust of 100%. In a
bigger test set those extractions are less likely and the precision would most likely peak when
the relative trust is 100%.
Figure 5.11: Trade-off between precision and recall.
Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of number of extractions on relative trust intervals of 10%.
The figure shows the distribution after 172 iterations of the extraction structure trust learning
loop. In each interval the extractions must have a relative trust higher than the lower bound
and lower or equal to the upper bound. The bars on the left in each interval (yellow) depict
the total number of extractions and the bars on the right (blue) depict the correctly extracted
facts. It can be seen that the correct extractions approach the total extractions as the relative
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trust increases, that is, the precision increases. Many extractions were in the interval of 90-
100% which is again due to the fact that some facts have been extracted only once or twice
which led to a very high relative trust.
Figure 5.12: Extractions distribution on relative trust.
5.2.9 Overall Fact Extraction Performance
Figure 5.13 shows the comparison between the baseline and the fact extraction process of
WebKnox for all concepts of the test set. The evaluated fact extraction process used Combined
Trust with cross validation (see Equation 3.7) and stopped after 172 iterations to learn the
extraction structures trust and apply cross validation for numeric facts.
The measures in the figure are pr for precision and re for recall. There are two bars for each
measure and concept, where the left is the one for the baseline and the darker right one is
the measured value for WebKnox. In five of the six concepts, WebKnox reaches a higher
precision and recall than the baseline. For the car and notebook concept it performs slightly
worse (2-5% in each measure) or not considerably better than the baseline. That is because
the normalization step sometimes fails to normalize the numbers correctly. In the car and
notebook domain most of the facts have numeric values and several times there is no unit
given with the fact. For example, a table on a website says Display Size: 16 with implicitly
meaning Display Size: 16 inch and WebKnox normalizes inch to centimeter. Thus, for
the given value the normalization does not work and WebKnox extracts the display size of
16 cm. The small deficit is bearable for the benefit of the normalization because it is very
important to have the data in a known format as discussed earlier.
In an overall comparison WebKnox shows an increase in precision of about 20% from 53%
of the baseline to now 73%. With about 17%, the recall raised similarly well from 53% of
the baseline to 70% for WebKnox. A t-test over all 51 attributes and 5 entities per attribute
shows that this gain in accuracy is statistical significant with p being 0.000004985.
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Figure 5.13: Evaluation of the WebKnox system against the baseline across six concepts.
5.3 Summary
This chapter evaluated the main components of WebKnox using cross domain test sets. The
evaluation was divided in evaluation of the entity extraction and the fact extraction. First,
two wrapper inductors for entity extraction were evaluated and it turned out that WebKnox’s
XWI outperformed the AWI by about 16% in precision. Then the three entity extraction
techniques were compared and the results of the entity trust voting algorithm was shown. It
could be seen that the entity trust voting worked every time if a correct entity was used as a
seed for the algorithm.
In the second part, the fact extraction was evaluated. The source retrieval works generically
and is able to find 95% of the fact occurrences when only taking the first eight results for
each query. Also the choice of the search engine does not have a big influence on the quality
of the retrieved pages.
Furthermore, it was shown that the fact extraction process from WebKnox outperforms the
baseline approach in precision and recall in 5 out of 6 concepts from the test set. After the
extraction structure trust learning loop, WebKnox gained between 17% and 20% in precision
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and recall in an overall comparison.
The cross validation approach proved to be efficient by increasing the extraction precision for
numeric values of about 7% compared to the baseline.
The image extraction showed a precision of about 88%, which makes it one of the most reliable
parts in the fact extraction process.
The next chapter concludes the thesis and points out open research questions for future work.
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Chapter 6
Epilogue
The thesis was motivated by the task of automatically extracting knowledge from the web.
Chapter 1 explained why that task is important and outlined research questions that are
related in finding more sophisticated ways to solve that task.
Chapter 2 covered background information about web information extraction, knowledge
representation and evaluation strategies. The chapter also reviewed several state-of-the-art
systems that perform knowledge extraction and showed where their limitations are.
Chapter 3 introduced the design of WebKnox. First, different techniques for entity extraction
such as the phrase extraction, the focused crawl extraction and the seed extraction were
explained and then the ideas about fact extraction such as retrieving fact pages, using different
structures and formats, assigning trust to extractions and employing a self-supervised machine
learning algorithm to improve the extraction quality were discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 covered details about the implementation of WebKnox. The architecture of the
system as well as the most important packages and classes were explained. Decisions regarding
the development languages and the used frameworks and APIs were discussed. Additionally,
a prototypical web application was developed that uses the extracted information and helps
an end user with the information gathering task.
Chapter 5 evaluated the implemented system. For the evaluation of the entity extraction
part, two wrapper inductors were compared and then the three entity extraction techniques
and the entity trust voting were evaluated. For the fact extraction part, a test set was chosen
from across different knowledge domains and a baseline approach has been explained that was
then used to evaluate the performance of WebKnox. The source retrieval, the self-supervised
learning algorithm, the numeric value cross validation and the overall performance have been
assessed. WebKnox showed improvements in extraction qualities compared to the baseline in
most of the matters.
This chapter discusses the stated research questions and therefore concludes the thesis before
new questions are proposed for future work.
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6.1 Conclusion
This section summarizes the answers discovered for each research question and then, possible
applications for using WebKnox are proposed.
6.1.1 Explored Research Questions
The following six research questions have been posed in the first chapter of the thesis. The
findings are summarized briefly in the following paragraphs.
Which search queries can be used to retrieve fact pages for arbitrary entities and
attributes?
The conducted research has shown that a combination of only two multi-attribute and three
single-attribute queries can find 95% of the searched facts when querying generic search engines
and taking only the first 8 results for each query. While the multi-attribute queries find most
of the facts per entity, the single-attribute queries can help increasing precision and recall of
the final extraction since they are more focused.
Which structures and formats are widely used to represent entities and facts on
websites? Can the extraction process benefit from knowing these structures?
Entities are most often represented in free text and lists on websites. WebKnox’s entity
extraction techniques make use of this observation and look in both representations. Facts
can be found in four very common representations on websites: tables, phrases, colon pat-
terns and free text. Using all four extraction structures and assigning an estimated precision
to each structure does indeed improve the extraction quality compared with extracting the
information only from free text.
How can extraction structures be weighted without human intervention?
Since the thesis aims to find domain independent solutions it is not possible to experimentally
find an estimated precision for each extraction structure for a certain domain and apply that
precision for other domains as well. Therefore, a self-supervised machine learning algorithm
is used to automatically assign a trust value for each extraction structure. The algorithm
loops through all extractions and considers those with the highest trust to be correct. In each
iteration it credits all extraction structures that were used to extract the correct value and
penalizes those that led to incorrect extractions. The learning algorithm proved to work for
the cross domain test set by having assigned all trust values within a margin of only 4% away
from manually determined correct precision for each extraction structure.
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What parameters have influence on the trust of an extraction and how can the
reliability of extractions be calculated?
Research has shown that many factors have influence on extracted information and many of
them are not considered in state-of-the-art systems. In the scope of this thesis two of those
factors have been investigated in more detail which are (1) source applicability, that is the
applicability of a source for the extraction task and (2) extraction structure trust, that is
the trust in the structure or format in which the fact occurs on a website. A formula for
calculating the trust in an extraction, that takes these two factors into account, has been
developed and evaluated.
How can the extraction accuracy for facts with numeric values be improved?
This thesis introduced an approach called cross validation which compares the order of mag-
nitude from all values of the same attribute across all entities of the same concept. Cross
validation then increases or reduces the trust in an extracted numeric fact when other entities
had values within the same order of magnitude or not, respectively. This approach proved to
be effective in increasing the precision of numeric fact extractions by about 7%.
How dependent are the extraction structures and extraction techniques on the
underlying domains?
The evaluation of the extraction techniques showed that although only domain independent
techniques were used, the results varied for each domain. Especially the entity extraction
techniques showed different results for each domain they were used on. Concluding, it must
be said that domain independent techniques can be employed but more research on how to
automatically find the best technique for each domain must be undertaken.
6.1.2 Features of the Developed System
During answering the research questions, a system for information extraction has been de-
veloped. WebKnox employs all the introduced techniques and has features that make it a
platform for further research and applications. The main features are as follows.
• WebKnox is domain independent and can be easily tested and tuned in very particular
domains. Therefore, WebKnox could be used as a baseline for domain dependent and
independent approaches in the field of fact extraction. The input of the system can
quickly be modeled by a human user and since WebKnox allows to specify domain
dependent input as well, the system can be tuned for applications in specialized domains.
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• The WebKnox core is implemented solely in Java which allows it to run it on numer-
ous different machines and operating systems. Furthermore, it does not include any
commercial libraries that would severely restrict usage.
• WebKnox stores extractions in a semantic manner using an OWL knowledge base. This
way, semantic web applications can benefit from the extracted data by either extracting
and merging it or just by retrieving it.
• WebKnox stores extracted knowledge also in a database that makes it very flexible
and easy to integrate into other applications. The extracted data could be offered by
providing a web service for other applications.
Furthermore a possible application with the information that is extracted by WebKnox was
described. The web application uses the extracted information to build an information system
about products, movies and other instances of underlying concepts. This web application
prototype rounds the thesis as it shows, that it is the start of the solution to the problem
that was described in the motivation: Today web users still have the burden to look for the
information on many pages themselves, the WebKnox web application is a small step in the
direction of showing automatically gathered information and taking that burden off the user.
6.2 Future Work
During the work on the research questions for this thesis a number of new questions have
been raised that are worth exploring in future work.
1. How can multimedia objects such as images and videos be retrieved in a
similar extraction scenario? Can it be combined with the fact extraction and
how could extracted facts help finding the “correct” multimedia objects?
This thesis showed a very simple mechanism to retrieve images for entities but more
sophisticated ways must be employed to gain a higher precision. While searching for
facts on a web page, the page could be analyzed on how related it is to the entity
searched for. If it is very related, the multimedia object could be analyzed (width,
height and other features) and eventually extracted as candidates.
2. How can the human effort for specifying the attribute’s data types be limited
by automatically determining it?
It might be possible to determine an attribute’s data type by extracting candidates
for the attribute’s value and cross validating them for many entities. There are also
approaches for finding regular expressions for a given set of data which could possibly
help to determine a format of a value for an attribute.
3. How can automatically extracted facts for attributes, that were not specified
by a user, be used to automatically extend the underlying ontology?
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The GRAZER system from Zhao and Betz (2007) already extracts new attributes if they
are found in a structure. The automatically extracted attributes must be corroborated
to add only highly likely attributes to the ontology. Also the dynamic adding of new
attributes to the ontology must be managed, as it might grow too big or too many
wrong attributes are added.
4. Does the use of automatically retrieved synonyms for attributes and concepts
improve precision and/or recall?
Concepts can have synonyms that might further help retrieval of relevant pages. These
synonyms can be obtained using a thesaurus like the WordNET. An automatic, unsu-
pervised approach might however lead to the use of synonyms that are not suitable.
Techniques must be investigated to determine how suitable a synonym really is for a
concept. One technique could be discriminator patterns as described in the work of
Etzioni et al. (2004).
5. How can cross validation also be applied to non-numeric facts? Does it
improve extraction precision for other data typed attributes as well?
Also the extraction of facts with a string data type could probably benefit from cross
validation when applying heuristics such as the length of the string, the number of
words, upper case or lowercase and so forth. Dates could also be cross validated, for
example, the birthday of actors that play in a movie from 2008 are not born before or
after a certain date and are maybe close to the same age.
6. How much of the underlying ontology can be created completely automati-
cally, that is, what possible ways are there to find concepts, existing entities
and attributes for these concepts without human labor?
This question is the most challenging one as it does not rely on any prior knowledge.
Banko and Etzioni (2007) started investigating in that direction as they are extracting
also concepts and relations from web text. Concepts could probably be found using a
variant of the pattern discovery that Etzioni et al. (2004) used to extract entities from
the web. Instead of using the pattern “cities such as NP” to find city instances, one
could use the pattern “C such as NP” where C is the concept to be discovered.
This thesis has demonstrated ways to automatically extract entities and facts from the web.
To some extent, it is already possible to free the user from the burden of searching and
acquiring knowledge from scattered places on different websites. Everyday millions of new
pages with data are posted on the web. Many of these pages do not contain new knowledge but
may present knowledge in a machine readable way. Also the number of users that consume and
publish content, increases on a daily basis. These reasons yield the need for more sophisticated
techniques for searching, extracting and aggregating knowledge. Many research questions are
still open for future work and the research areas of information and knowledge extraction
will become increasingly important in the next few years, particularly in the context of the
semantic web.
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Appendix A
Functions to Calculate the Source
Applicability
Table A.1 shows different formulas to calculate the source applicability. SA is the source ap-
plicability for a certain attribute and one particular source, s is the number of same fact values
and d is the number of different fact values on this source. The measures precision, recall
and F1 refer to the extraction performance of WebKnox without cross validation and without
learning the trust for the extraction structures. To rank the extractions, the CombinedTrust
formula (see Equation 3.5) was used with each source applicability function.
Function Precision Recall F1
SA = sd 0.6033 0.5725 0.5875
SA = 1− 2d−4 d <= 4 0.6157 0.5843 0.5996
SA = 5−d4 s <= 4 0.6405 0.6078 0.6237
SA = 1 if d = 0 else 0 0.6612 0.6274 0.6439
SA = 1d 0.6653 0.6314 0.6479
Table A.1: Different functions to calculate the source applicability for an attribute and a
source.
The functions in the table are sorted by the resulting performance (F1) beginning with the
worst. The function in the last row performed best, hence, it was chosen for WebKnox and
was explained in the design chapter.
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Appendix B
WebKnox Performance Depending
on Different Search Engines
Table B.1 shows the performance of WebKnox fact extraction (without cross validation and
without learning of extraction structure trust) depending on four different search engines
and the number of maximum results per query. Yahoo! performed best after using eight
queries and was therefore chosen for retrieving fact pages that were used in the evaluation of
WebKnox’s fact extraction process.
#Pages Measure Google Hakia Microsoft Yahoo!
1
Precision 0.4757 0.3819 0.4162 0.4557
Recall 0.3059 0.2470 0.2627 0.2824
F1 0.3724 0.3000 0.3221 0.3487
Found 0.6431 0.6470 0.6314 0.6196
8
Precision 0.6323 0.5714 0.5871 0.6653
Recall 0.6000 0.5334 0.5687 0.6314
F1 0.6157 0.5517 0.5778 0.6479
Found 0.9491 0.9333 0.9686 0.9490
Table B.1: Dependence of the fact extraction performance on the search engine and the
number of results per query.
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Appendix C
Entities used for the Fact
Extraction Test Set
Country Car Mobile Phone
Australia 2006 Bugatti Veyron 16.4 LG CU915 Vu
Brazil 2008 Lamborghini Reventon Motorola W218
Germany 2009 Jaguar XF Nokia N95
Japan 2009 Maserati GranTurismo S Samsung i8510
USA 2009 Tesla Roadster Sony Ericsson V600
Notebook Movie Actor
Apple MacBook Air MB003LL/A Braveheart Jim Carrey
ASUS Eee PC 1000H 80G Code 46 Monica Potter
Dell Latitude E6400 Idiocracy Mel Gibson
HP 2133-KX870AT Iron Man Natalie Portman
Sony VAIO VGN-FW139E/H The Dark Knight Laura Dern
Table C.1: Entities used to evaluate the fact extraction process.
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